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Preface
 

The need for a handbook guiding language-enriched teaching and learning first 
arose when the first English language-enriched classes started in 2016–2017 
in Helsinki. The first version of this handbook covering grades 1–6, published 
in 2019, was created by a group of language and class teachers, guided by 
specialists in bilingual education Peeter Mehistö and Tuula Asikainen. Based 
on the need of the teachers, we have now expanded the handbook with a large 
scale of teaching materials and activities. We are now happy to publish this 
expanded edition of the handbook for English-enriched teaching and learning 
covering grades 1–2. This handbook has been created for English language-
enriched teaching, but it can also be adapted to other target languages.

The project group of this handbook consisted of class and language teachers 
experienced in teaching in a language-enriched programme. The handbook 
aims to be very concrete and offer an easy access for teachers in language-
enriched and bilingual programmes. It comes about as a result of experience, 
discussions, negotiations, literature and materials from CLIL EDU training 
sessions, with the main sources listed at the end of the handbook. In particular, 
the project team highly recommends Uncovering CLIL: Content and Language 
Integrated Learning in Bilingual and Multilingual Education (Mehistö, Marsh and 
Frigols, 2008) for deepening the knowledge of CLIL pedagogy and principles.

We would like to warmly thank Peeter Mehistö and Tuula Asikainen for their 
guidance, feedback, support and help in setting expectations high to ensure a 
high-quality result for the handbook project in 2017–2019. 

We are very thankful for the financial support that we received from the Finnish 
National Agency of Education for the development projects Helsinki oppii kielillä 
3 and 4, through which the making of this handbook was funded. 

Above all, I would like to thank the members of the project group for their hard 
work, engagement and enthusiasm in the making of this handbook. It has been 
a great pleasure to work with you, Jenni, Aapo, Hansu, Janne, Riikka and Riikkis.

Helsinki, June 2022 
Tiia Huotari 
Development Services 
City of Helsinki - Education Division
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The English-enriched 
programme in 
Helsinki
The English language-enriched programme aims to 
support students to develop: 

• age- and grade-appropriate fluency in listening to, 
speaking, reading and writing in English

• age- and grade-appropriate fluency in listening to, 
speaking, reading and writing in Finnish

• grade-appropriate levels of academic achievement 
in content subjects such as mathematics, science 
or history taught in English

• an appreciation of their own culture and 
other cultures, and an interest in intercultural 
communication.

At the same time, the language-enriched programme 
aims to build student confidence in learning skills 
and using English for learning. This means that the 
language-enriched programme is additive in nature, 
seeking to add value to the national curriculum. All 
the themes and learning outcomes for this handbook 
arise from the Finnish National Core Curriculum, 
and students in the language-enriched programme 
will learn as much curriculum content as those in the 
regular programme.

Teachers working in this programme use English in 
the classroom to the best of their current language 
knowledge and skills, whilst taking into account 
the pupils’ existing knowledge of and skills in using 
English. To ensure high-quality delivery of the 
programme, classroom and language teachers (and 
where applicable, subject teachers) co-operate to 
support both content and language learning. The 
class teacher is responsible for taking the lead in 
building an English-enriched learning environment 
in their class, and co-operating with subject and 
language teachers in order to further co-construct 
a language-enriched learning environment with 
colleagues and pupils that extends beyond one 
classroom.

The amount of use of English in the language-
enriched programme in Helsinki is 10–25%. 
Pupils in the English-enriched programme learn 
a minimum of 10% of their content subjects in 
English (this percentage does not include English 
language lessons). Teachers of an English-enriched 
programme also use English in their everyday 
language.
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Bilingual education 
programmes in 
Helsinki
According to the National Curriculum, there are 
different bilingual education programmes: 

• Immersion
• Large-scale bilingual education
• Language-enriched education
• Language tasting.

These programmes vary according to how often and 
how much the target language is used in the teaching. 
All the programmes aim to motivate and increase the 
pupil’s interest in language(s). These programmes are 
illustrated in the picture below. 

The time used for instruction in the 
target language increases

Bilingual Education

Bilingual programme 

Immersion 

Large-scale bilingual  
education

English-enriched  
education  
(also known as small-scale 
bilingual education)

Language tasting

 

Time used for instruction in the target 
language during the school day

100% of the day. 
One target language.

< 25% of the day. 
One target language.

> 25% of the day. 
One target language. 
 

Short sessions given in the target 
language a few times a year. 
One or more target languages.

When? 

During all routines and all lessons 
(except Finnish) every day.

Minimum four lessons per week  
+ classroom routines.

Maximum four lessons per week  
+ classroom routines. 
 

The teacher(s) decide when.
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Example timetables for different bilingual programmes
Time used for the instruction in the target language (CLIL) marked in red. 

1. Immersion.

8.30–9.15 
 

9.15–10.00 
 

10.30–12.15 
 

12.45–13.30

Monday.

CLIL  
Mathematics  
group A

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Science

CLIL  
Mathematics  
group B

Tuesday

CLIL  
Crafts  
group B.

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Finnish

CLIL 
Crafts  
group A.

Wednesday

Finnish  
group B 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Mathematics

CLIL 
Lunch. 
PE

CLIL  
Music

Thursday

Finnish  
group A 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Arts

CLIL 
Lunch. 
Crafts

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group B

Friday.

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group A

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL 
Lunch. 
A1 languages

CLIL  
Religion/ 
Ethics

In immersion programs, 100% of the lessons are implemented in the target language. The target language in 
total immersion is one of the Finnish national languages (Finnish, Swedish and Sámi). The programme begins in 
pre-primary education and lasts until the end of basic education. The teacher of the pre-primary group uses only 
the target language with pupils. 

2. Large-scale bilingual education.

8.30–9.15 
 

9.15–10.00 
 

10.30–12.15 
 

12.45–13.30

Monday.

Mathematics  
group A 

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Science

CLIL 
Mathematics  
group B

Tuesday

Crafts  
group B 

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Finnish

Crafts  
group A

Wednesday

Finnish  
group B 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Mathematics

CLIL 
Lunch. 
PE

CLIL  
Music

Thursday

Finnish  
group A 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Arts

CLIL 
Lunch. 
Crafts

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group B

Friday.

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group A

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL 
Lunch. 
A1 languages

Religion/ 
Ethics

In large-scale bilingual education programmes, 25–50% of the activities are implemented in the target language. 
The language of instruction (e.g. Finnish) and target language (e.g. English) form an entity where both languages 
are present on a daily basis.
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3. English-enriched education (Small-scale bilingual education).

8.30–9.15 
 

9.15–10.00 
 

10.30–12.15 
 

12.45–13.30

Monday.

Mathematics  
group A 

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Science

Mathematics  
group B

Tuesday

Crafts  
group B 

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Finnish

Crafts  
group A

Wednesday

Finnish  
group B 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Mathematics

CLIL 
Lunch. 
PE

CLIL  
Music

Thursday

Finnish  
group A 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Arts

CLIL 
Lunch. 
Crafts

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group B

Friday.

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group A

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL 
Lunch. 
A1 languages

Religion/ 
Ethics

In language-enriched programmes, 10–25% of the activities are implemented in the target language. The 
language of instruction (e.g. Finnish) and target language (e.g. English) form an entity where both of the 
languages are present on a daily basis. 

4. Language tasting

With language tastings, the language of instruction is Finnish. The teacher can implement activities in various 
target languages. Language tastings are short sessions during the school year (for example in the second grade 
when the pupils are deciding their A2 languages).
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Organising bilingual education
Bilingual programmes can be organised in various 
different ways. The size of the group, the number of 
teachers, who teaches the group and the learning 
environment are just a few things that can affect how 
the learning is organised. Most importantly, bilingual 
education must always be planned, structured and 
regularly organised according to the target language 
of the programme (see the Bilingual Education 
Programmes chapter). In addition, all the teachers 
teaching the group should be aware of the goals and 
working methods used in the bilingual programme 
and should be committed to using them. 

Implementation of bilingual education
When implementing a bilingual programme, one 
should keep in mind that the goals, the content and 
most of the working methods are the same as in 
so-called monolingual education. It is also important 
to remember the fundamental principles of a child's 
language learning and development of language skills, 
which are the same in a bilingual context as they are 
in a monolingual one. 

Language learning
The central elements of a child’s linguistic 
development are: 
• communication skills
• understanding and producing language
• linguistic memory
• vocabulary 
• language awareness 

To support communication skills, pupils need 
to experience being heard, and their verbal and 
non-verbal initiatives need to be responded 
to. Understanding and producing language are 

supported by modelling and using versatile language 
and verbalising action in the target language. Telling 
or inventing stories as well as humour, or playing 
with language, support the development of linguistic 
memory, vocabulary and language awareness.

In addition, language skills can be divided into the two 
main categories of passive and active language skills. 
Passive language skills refer to listening and reading, 
while active language skills relate to speaking and 
writing. It is also good to remember that passive 
language skills often develop before active ones.

Even though we have set out the aims of each topic 
in terms of keywords, phrases and outcomes in this 
handbook, in order to build a framework for learning, 
every pupil will take part in language learning at 
their own pace and according to their own skills. For 
example, some pupils may learn in a passive way for 
a long period and that is perfectly normal. Pupils are 
always encouraged to learn at their own pace and to 
experience the joy of learning.

The teacher of a bilingual group should encourage 
pupils to be active in order to facilitate effective 
learning. Teaching a new language requires 
repetition, reinforcement and patience; in primary 
school this can be emphasised in the English lessons. 
Language learning (learning new vocabulary) can be 
an important tool for building confidence and self-
esteem. 

It is very important to understand that pupils can 
absorb and learn multiple languages at the same time 
and that a multilingual learning environment supports 
every child’s linguistic skills and language awareness. 
A child does not have to have excellent skills in 
Finnish in order to take part in bilingual education 
and benefit from it. A child’s overall language skills 
develop despite and improve because of the usage 
of multiple languages. Skills in different languages 
do not develop at the same pace and thus cannot be 
compared to each other. 
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Pedagogical principles in bilingual 
education
In bilingual education, languages are a tool for 
learning as well as an object of learning, and its 
fundamental aim is to strengthen the child’s curiosity 
and interest in languages and cultures.

When the language of instruction changes, many of 
the working methods have to change as well. The 
teacher has to use a lot of scaffolding (e.g. pictures) 
when teaching new content in the target language 
and needs to make sure that pupils understand the 
content, even when they do not fully understand the 
language. In order to succeed in this, one is supposed 
to follow CLIL pedagogy practices. 

In bilingual contexts, it is always acceptable for pupils 
to use Finnish and/or their mother tongue. However, 
the teacher should encourage pupils to use English 
by eliciting a reaction or an answer. A reaction can 
also be non-verbal. One-word answers in English are 
also very acceptable; the teacher can elicit longer 
answers depending on the group at hand.

In bilingual programmes, one of the main goals for 
the teacher is to create a learning environment 
where pupils feel secure even when they are facing 
situations where they do not fully understand what 
the teacher is saying. You could say that the pupils 
are working as detectives, trying to find clues 
(scaffolding) to solve the case (the new content). 
This process takes time and both the teacher and 
the pupils have to be patient during the learning 
situations.  

CLIL pedagogy
A common element for all bilingual programmes is 
following Content and Language Integrated Learning 
pedagogy (CLIL), which refers to educational 
situations where the curricular content or parts of 
the content are taught in a foreign language. The 
essence of CLIL is integration and its dual focus: a 
foreign language is used for teaching and learning 
both content and language (Mehistö, Marsh and 
Frigols, 2008). 

The main idea is that the child is an active processor 
and user of the target language. When learning new 
content through a foreign language, rather than just 
concentrating on the new content itself, learners 
also pay attention to the language and achieve new 
knowledge both in the content and in the language. 
To emphasise this, the learning outcomes are divided 
into content outcomes and language outcomes. 
In addition to a focus on content and language, 
the development of learning skills is the third 
fundamental element of CLIL. 

CLIL- 
related 
goals.

Language.Con
te

nt
.

Learning skills.

The language emerging in CLIL contexts can be 
divided into three different categories:

• Language of learning: vocabulary and grammatical 
structures learners need in order to access the 
content

• Language for learning: the language required for 
classroom talk, pair/group work, and collaborative 
and cooperative activities

• Language through learning: language that 
emerges through learning.



Create: Can the pupils create a 
new project or a point of view?

Evaluate: Can the pupils justify a 
stance or decision?

Analyse: Can the pupils 

parts?

Apply: Can the pupils use the 
information in a new way?

Understand: Can the pupils 
explain ideas and concepts?

Remember: Can the pupils recall 
or remember the information?

Grades 4–6

Grades 1–3
create, invent, plan, compose, 

construct, design, imagine

decide, rate, choose, recommend, 
justify, assess, prioritise

explain, compare, contrast, examine, 
identify, investigate, categorise

show, complete, use, classify, 
examine, illustrate, solve

explain, compare, discuss, restate, 
predict, translate, outline

 
list, write, tell

create

evaluate

analyse

apply

understand

remember

create

evaluate

analyse

apply

understand

remember

higher thinking skills

higher thinking skills

lower thinking skills

lower thinking skills
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Bloom’s taxonomy
As in all teaching processes, there is a need to 
develop learners’ thinking skills and CLIL is no 
exception to this. “The more powerful the thinking is, 
the greater the learning is,” as Mehistö, Marsh and 
Frigols formulate it. Therefore, in this handbook we 

have chosen working methods that aim to provide 
opportunities for pupils to use the language and 
acquire language skills functionally and through 
play, as well to develop their thinking skills. The 
development of thinking skills is based on a model of 
Bloom’s taxonomy, as presented below. 
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Core features of CLIL
It is also important to understand that CLIL cannot 
be separated from standard good pedagogical 
practices. The content and working methods are the 
same when it comes to bilingual education. The CLIL 
approach seeks to add value; its core features are 
the following:

Multiple focus

• Learning content according to the national 
curriculum

• Enhancing of target language skills
• Developing learning and thinking skills

Safe and enriching learning environment

• Using routine activities and discourse
• Displaying language and content throughout the 

learning environment
• Building learner confidence to experiment with 

language and content
• Guiding access to authentic learning materials
• Increasing learner language awareness

Authenticity

• Maximising the accommodation of learner 
interests

• Making a regular connection between learning and 
the learners’ lives

• Connecting with other speakers of the target 
language

Active learning

• Learners communicating more than the teacher

Scaffolding

• Building on a learner’s existing knowledge, skills, 
attitudes, interests and experience

• Repacking information in user-friendly ways
• Responding to different learning styles
• Fostering creative and critical thinking

Co-operation

• Planning lessons/themes in co-operation with 
other teachers

• Involving parents in learning
(Mehistö, Marsh and Frigols, 2008: 29–30)

Scaffolding – support for learning
Scaffolding is a term that was originally used to refer 
to teacher-talk that supports pupils to carry out 
activities and helps them solve problems. Scaffolding 
includes simplifying tasks by breaking them down into 
smaller steps, keeping pupils focused on completing 
the task by reminding them of what the goal is, 
and demonstrating other ways to do the tasks. 
Scaffolding provides models of vocabulary, sentence 
construction and language structures. 

When learning new content in the target language in 
bilingual early education, scaffolding should always 
include visual aids (e.g. pictures). The teacher should 
model and demonstrate the new language (e.g. 
with facial expressions, gestures) and repeat new 
vocabulary with the pupils. New vocabulary can be 
included in daily routines (e.g. the morning circle, 
lunch) to increase the pupil’s opportunities to use and 
learn the new language.

Simultaneously translating things that are said in English 
to Finnish is not a form of scaffolding. The teacher 
should use the target language systematically during the 
lessons. If pupils have difficulties understanding the new 
content through the target language, the teacher should 
use scaffolding methods to help them understand. The 
teacher can change the language from English to Finnish 
in situations where a pupil feels insecure or scared.

Although scaffolding is recognised as temporary 
support, which is gradually taken away so that 
learners can eventually work without it, teachers 
should use a lot of it. The pupils will only use the 
scaffolding they need.

How to provide scaffolding

• Create interest by activating prior knowledge
• Break tasks into smaller chunks/steps
• Provide support 

• Input scaffolding: The support pupils need to 
understand new content taught in the target 
language.

• Output scaffolding: The support pupils need 
to produce language about new content in the 
target language.

What is scaffolding?

• Visual aids
• Flashcards of new vocabulary
• Flashcards of keywords
• Drawings

• Facial expressions
• Gestures
• Concrete objects
• Modelling the language
• Repetition
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Introduction to 
the handbook
This handbook is written to serve as guidance for 
teachers teaching in a bilingual language-enriched 
programme. We emphasise that in bilingual education 
the needs of different learners are many and varied, 
and the handbook provides ideas and support. Also, 
this handbook is a work in progress and the themes, 
intended learning outcomes, related words, phrases 
and activities proposed will be revisited regularly in 
order to assess whether the handbook needs to be 
adjusted to better support teaching and learning in a 
bilingual context. 

Why do we need this handbook?
The handbook has the following goals:

• It aims to standardise language-enriched teaching 
in City of Helsinki schools.

• It clarifies the planning process of language-
enriched teaching for the teachers.

• It provides tools for language-enriched teachers.
• It guides and models the teaching of curricular 

content in English.
• It gives concrete examples of and ideas for 

everyday language use in arts, music, crafts and 
physical education.

• It increases cross-curricular co-operation 
throughout all grades and subjects.

Structure of the handbook
We have divided the handbook into three parts that 
cover grades 1–2, 3–4 and 5–6. To help you gain an 
overview of all the themes and curricular content 
elaborated on in the handbook, we have created 
an annual clock, which is also intended to unify 
language-enriched teaching and increase teacher co-
operation. The curricular content chosen is collected 
under three main themes:

• This is me
• Me as a scientist
• Me as an artist 

For every theme we have created age- and grade-
appropriate intended learning outcomes for 
curricular content (titled Content outcomes) and 
intended learning outcomes for language (titled 
Language outcomes). Under one theme, you can find 
content for different subjects. The order that we have 
chosen for the themes and contents is a suggestion 
and you can change it to suit your learners’ needs 
best. Both content and language outcomes also 
include some classroom and learning activities. 
Please feel free to set some of your own intended 
learning outcomes as well.

Each spread of the handbook will have the curricular 
content on the left-hand side and the plan for the 
classes regarding the curricular content on the 
right. All the attachments can be found at the end of 
the handbook and they are numbered accordingly. 
The activities planned for the class are based on 
the curricular content and for some themes there 
are extra activities as well. The class activities are 
examples and can be adjusted according to your 
own approach. As always, coming up with your own 
activities is more than welcome.
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Content outcomes
The chosen content aims to help learners to develop 
grade-appropriate levels of academic achievement in 
different subjects, as defined in the Finnish National 
Curriculum. It also aims to develop learners’ thinking 
skills. These are based on a model of Bloom’s 
taxonomy, as presented below. Due to the nature of 
this document, we won’t consider Bloom’s taxonomy 
in detail.

Language outcomes
The language outcomes contain curricular goals in 
the subject of English as well as language-learning 
skills and strategies. They all describe what a pupil 
is expected to learn in each grade. You will naturally 
teach additional language (phrases, expressions, 
words) when responding to your students’ wishes 
to learn how to use English to speak and write about 
topics and thoughts that are of interest to them.

Keywords, phrases and other 
linguistic support
We have created lists of keywords, key phrases, 
speaking and writing frames, and lesson activities 
to provide examples of language that teachers and 
learners use when they are working on a certain 
theme. These form a sort of building block for 
teacher-talk and examples of language that is used in 
the learning situation. They help learners to access 
the content, to be able to learn it and speak about 
it. Keywords and phrases encompass different 
variations of language and help learners to develop 
their skills in the language of learning, the language 
for learning and the language through learning.

At school, situations will arise where the students will 
need and want to learn additional language to speak 

about what is important to them. Therefore, the lists 
of keywords and phrases are not exhaustive. Feel 
free to develop and supplement them as needed.

Speaking and writing frames are scaffolding 
tools that you can use in the classroom. You can 
also use some of the speaking frames as writing 
frames and vice versa. They provide models of 
sentence construction, language structures as well 
as vocabulary, and as the learners’ language skills 
develop, parts of the frames or the whole frame can 
be left out.

We have also created some examples of exercises 
for different content that may help you to come up 
with ideas for learning activities in language-enriched 
programmes.

Scaffolding: We have divided scaffolding into input 
scaffolding and output scaffolding. Input scaffolding 
can include videos for warm-up exercises and links 
to websites or texts for reading that are meant to be 
used by the teacher. The output scaffolding includes 
speaking and writing frames as well as worksheets 
for the pupils to help them produce language.

LOTS & HOTS: Lower-order thinking skills (LOTS) and 
higher-order thinking skills (HOTS) are skills you need 
for learning. The teacher helps the learners develop 
both skills and to move from concrete thinking 
towards abstract thinking. In the handbook we have 
listed what LOTS and HOTS pupils use when doing the 
activities designed for the CLIL lessons.

Attachments include the writing and speaking 
frames, worksheets and flashcards needed for class 
activities. You can find the attachments at the end of 
the handbook.

Activities are the example activities for the classes 
for each theme. At the beginning of each activity 
there is a list of the things that are needed for that 
particular activity. Most materials are included in the 
attachments, but there are also things like paper or 
colour pencils that should be found in every school. 
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The handbook’s annual clock
The annual clock divides the school year into four 
periods: early autumn, late autumn, early spring and 
late spring, and gives a suggestion for when to teach 
each theme and its content during the school year. 
Again, please feel free to change it if needed.

The handbook’s headings follow the same colour 
codes and help the reader to navigate through the 
handbook. 

Early  
autumn

THIS IS ME  
Me and my friends 
Everyday routines,  
weekdays and months 

ME AS A SCIENTIST
Traffic and safety 
Seasons, temperature,  
weather and clothing 
Mathematics – Numbers 0–20, 0–100 

ME AS AN ARTIST
Colours

Late  
autumn

THIS IS ME 
My family 
My feelings 
My school and my classroom 
My home 
My neighbourhood 

ME AS A SCIENTIST
Animals 
Mathematics – Addition and 
subtraction 

ME AS AN ARTIST
Planning, working safely  
and creating something Early  

spring

THIS IS ME
My body 
Five senses 
Growing up  

ME AS A SCIENTIST
Healthy and unhealthy foods 
Motion 
Mathematics – Time 

ME AS AN ARTIST
Moving/playing to the rhythm 

Late  
spring

THIS IS ME
Recycling 

ME AS A SCIENTIST
Plants 
Mathematics – Shapes and 
solids 
Programming  

ME AS AN ARTIST
Musical instruments 
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How to read the handbook
There are two columns and five colour codes in the 
handbook. You will find the theme and the content 
set out in the heading. The colour of the heading also 
indicates the period suggestion for when to teach the 
content during the school year: 

• early autumn 
• late autumn
• early spring
• late spring

In the left-hand column of the curricular content page you will find the content and language 
outcomes, and in the right-hand one the linguistic support provided. The parts of the handbook 
written in *blue are suggestions for the outcomes and examples for the 2nd grade.
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12. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Animals
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 name Finnish farm and wild animals 
•	 name pets 
•	 connect animals learnt with their habitats 
• *describe and compare animals.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 use colours, age, emotions, movement and 

foods to describe animals  
•	 write some names of animals in a picture 

dictionary 
•	 mimic different animals’ movements  and 

sounds to memorize them
•	 use the words: bigger, smaller, taller, shorter, 

more, less
• *create a book about your pet or imaginary 

pet
• compare and contrast animals.

Key words
cat, chicken, cow, dog, duck, guinea pig,  hamster, horse, 
pig, sheep, bear, deer, fox, moose, spider, snake, wolf, duck, 
eagle, swan

Key phrases
• *Do you have a pig? Yes, I do. No, I don’t. 
• Where does this animal live? 
• In the forest, in the sea, in my house…
• Is this a pet/a wild animal/a farm animal? 

Speaking frame:

A dog 
An eagle 
An elephant 
A giraffe  
A mouse
A shark

has bigger 
smaller 
more 
taller 
shorter

ears
neck 
nose
feet
teeth 
tail

than

Compare these animals

(another 
animal) 

a …
an …

The theme The content

The colour of the 
heading indicates the 
suggestion for when 
to teach the content 
during the school year. 

The parts of the 
handbook written in 
*blue are suggestions 
for the outcomes and 
examples for the 2nd 
grade.

Left-hand column: content 
and language outcomes for 
learners. 

Right-hand column: key 
words, key phrases, speaking 
and writing frames etc. 

Early  
spring

Late  
spring

Late  
autumn

Early  
autumn
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The left-hand column: The theme, 
the content, scaffolding, LOTS & 
HOTS (Lower-order thinking 
skills & Higher-order thinking 
skills), attachments. 
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12. Me as a scientist – Animals

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Animal flashcards
•	 Describing Animals word mats

Output scaffolding
•	 Animal flashcards
•	 Placemat scaffolding template
•	 Describing Animals word mats
•	 Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 describing
•	 illustrating
•	 comparing
•	 writing
•	 classifying
•	 outline
•	 creating

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards
•	 Attachment 12.2: Placemat Scaffolding 

Template
• *Attachment 12.3: Writing Frame 1
• *Attachment 12.4: Describing Animals 

word mats

Activities

Naming animals

What you need: Animal flashcards (attachment 12.1)

The teacher shows animal flashcards one by one. The pupils 
repeat the names after the teacher. Then the teacher puts a 
picture of the animal on display and the pupils walk around and 
make noises like this animal. Then the teacher puts only the 
name of the animal on display and the pupils once again act like 
this animal.

Gathering animals

What you need: Placemat scaffolding template (attachment 
12.2)

Pupils work in groups of four. The teacher first gives 
instructions to the pupils to write down as many animals as they 
can in X minutes. Then the teacher tells the pupils to circle all 
the Finnish animals/pets/farm animals in their own quarter of 
the template. After that the pupils gather all the animals they all 
agree belong to that group into the middle of the template. 

*My Own Pet Book

What you need: Writing Frame 1 (attachment 12.3), Describing 
Animals word mats (attachment 12.4)

The pupils create a “book” of their imaginary monster pet. 
It should include a picture, a description of the animal and a 
comparison to other animals. With the help of the writing frame, 
they write sentences under the picture of the pet they have 
drawn.

The right-hand column: Activity examples 
for classes concerning the given theme. 
Each theme contains three activities, 
from which at least one is intended for 
the 2nd grade.

In the PDF version there are direct links 
to the attachments. If you are using the 
printed version of the handbook, you’ll 
find all the attachments on the website 
https://kielet.hel.fi/
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How to plan language-enriched 
teaching
In this chapter, we have gathered some guiding 
principles that can help you plan your teaching for 
learners in a language-enriched programme. We 
have elaborated on these for a period, a week and a 
lesson.

At the end of this chapter, you will also find an 
example of a checklist for good pedagogical 
practices. You will find the same list at the end of 
every period in the handbook. 

Period
When planning a period in a language-enriched 
programme, you can follow these steps:

• Choose curricular content in the handbook
• Plan the period together with the pupils’ English 

teacher and co-teacher
• Prepare the speaking and/or writing frames and 

other materials needed. You can adjust your 
teaching by scaffolding less or more. (N.B. There 
are good resources available on the internet. 
Search for ESL or EFL resources.)

• Agree on the assessment of content and language 
outcomes

Week
Plan the week so that it includes both teaching 
content in English (minimum of 10%) and arts, music, 
crafts and/or PE lessons where English is used for 
instructions, everyday use and also for teaching 
some of the content (up to 15%). Remember to 
integrate key phrases into your weekly routine.

You can focus on the curricular content in the subject 
lessons (e.g. science, maths) and practise keywords 
and phrases (pronunciation and grammar) in English 
lessons, if possible. If your students study another 
language as well as English as A1, we suggest they 
also work on the same theme.

You can change the subjects in which you use English 
for teaching during the weeks according to the 
themes and curricular content you are teaching / 
what theme and content is suitable. Here is a week 
plan example for Grade 2.

In this timetable example we have highlighted CLIL 
lessons

• In red: lessons where the academic content is 
taught in English (minimum of 10%)

• In blue: arts, music, crafts and PE lessons where 
English is used for instructions, everyday use and for 
teaching some of the content (up to 15%)

• In green: examples of routines in English that can be 
integrated into every week plan, e.g. morning circle 
and lunch. 

8.30–9.15 
 

9.15–10.00 
 

10.30–12.15 
 

12.45–13.30

Monday.

Mathematics  
group A 

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Science

Mathematics  
group B

Tuesday

Crafts  
group B 

CLIL  
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL  
Lunch. 
Finnish

Crafts  
group A

Wednesday

Finnish  
group B 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Mathematics

CLIL 
Lunch. 
PE

CLIL  
Music

Thursday

Finnish  
group A 

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Arts

CLIL 
Lunch. 
Crafts

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group B

Friday.

CLIL  
Mathematics 
group A

CLIL 
Morning circle. 
Finnish

CLIL 
Lunch. 
A1 languages

Religion/ 
Ethics
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Lesson

When you plan a lesson, ensure that the areas listed 
below are covered:

The learning environment is safe, friendly and rich 
in language and content.

• Routine activities and warm-up activities are used
• Subject content is rich and academically
• challenging
• There is extensive oral and written language input

Lesson objective(s) for content outcomes and for 
language outcomes are clear and visible.

You are scaffolding the language and content.

• language: vocabulary and grammatical structures 
the learners need in order to access the content 
are given and learnt.

• content: using graphic organisers and 
subheadings, highlighting the key facts, breaking 
material into chunks, reducing the number of tasks 
at one time

The lesson structure favours student talking time 
over teacher talking time, and learners have many 
opportunities to speak and/or write.

Methods and activities support learning.

• Activities are collaborative and cooperative 

Materials and equipment are suitable. 

• There are good resources available on the internet. 
Search for CLIL, ESL or EFL resources.

Differentiation, feedback and evaluation

Checklist for good pedagogical practices

You will also find a checklist for good pedagogical 
practices at the end of every period. These are 
especially suitable for language-enriched classes. 
You can use them to reflect on your teaching and for 
setting goals for the period to come. The checklist 
is based on a presentation of CLIL essentials for 
primary schools developed by Peeter Mehistö 
(2018) and the planning and observation checklist in 
Uncovering CLIL (p. 232).
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Checklist for good  
pedagogical practices 

Grade  
1

*Grade 
2

The learning environment is safe and friendly. □ □

The learning environment is rich and supports learning. □ □

I foster learner autonomy 
• by giving learners choices to make □ □

• by teaching learning skills □ □

• by negotiating on decisions about the learning process with learners. □ □

I give learners opportunities for  cooperative learning. □ □

I plan my lessons in order to ensure learners speak, write and read more than I do. □ □

I plan my teaching with colleagues. □ □

The intended  learning outcomes for language are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

The oral and/or written language input is extensive. □ □

I am scaffolding language input and output (e.g. shortening sentences, repeating nouns 
instead of using pronouns, underlining key phrases, providing speaking and writing frames, 
organising vocabulary in categories etc.)

□ □

The academic language is visible to learners. □ □

Intended learning outcomes for content are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

I am scaffolding content (e.g. by using graphic organisers and subheadings, highlighting 
the key facts, breaking material into chunks, reducing the number of tasks at one time etc.)

□ □

The content is  academically challenging. □ □

I reflect on learning with my learners. □ □

I reflect on my teaching. □ □

Notes My moment of success  
during the last period

My goals for next period
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Daily activities in language learning
Everyday routines in school provide opportunities 
for language learning and for reinforcing language 
learning. Pupils gain confidence and skills through 
repeating the same routines. Repetition increases 
pupils' language learning at the same time as helping 
them manage daily life in school.

Informal chat is also an important part of the school 

day. Although the pupils might not participate in this 
chat, at least to begin with, it is a useful way to bring 
the language into daily use. Praise is a good place to 
start. There is always a chance to say “Well done!” or 
“That’s great!” during the school day. 

This section provides phrases for use in language 
learning throughout a school day. 

Arriving at school • Hello / Hi 
• How are you?
• Good morning
• Wash your hands

• Take off your outside clothes
• Put your shoes away
• Put your slippers on

The beginning of the lesson • Please go to your place
• Sit down please
• Go and get your things

• Please quieten down
• Let’s start the lesson
• Please wait

The end of the lesson • Mark your homework
• Clean up please
• Pack up your things
• Don’t forget your books
• Thank you for the lesson

• Did you have a good lesson?
• It was a really good lesson!
• Goodbye
• See you tomorrow!

Morning circle • Good morning! 
• How are you?
• How many pupils are there?
• Is Auri here?
• Where is Ali?
• How was your weekend?
• What day is it today?
• What day was yesterday?
• What day will tomorrow be?
• What day will the day after 

tomorrow be?

• What is today’s date?
• What month is it?
• What season is it?
• What year is it?
• How is the weather today?
• What did you have for breakfast 

today?
• Let's check the timetable for 

today

Lunch • Please go to your place
• Would you like milk or water?
• Today’s food is salmon pasta
• In the salad there is lettuce, 

cucumber and tomatoes
• Anyone who has a red shirt can 

come and get their food

• Would you like salad dressing?
• Please taste your salad / food
• Would you like some more?
• Would you like some 

crispbread?
• Enjoy your lunch / meal!
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Topics

Early autumn
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Early autumn

1. THIS IS ME  

Me and my friends
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 say your name and age
•	 say what you like and don’t like
• *introduce your friend

• name
• age
• likes and dislikes

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 copy your name 
•	 respond to the questions 

•	 What do you like? 
•	 What’s your name? 
•	 How old are you?

•	 present yourself orally 
• *speak in front of the class about your friend
• write a couple of sentences about yourself

Key words
name, age, likes, dislikes

Key phrases
•	 What’s your name? My name is _____.

How old are you? I’m ____ years old.

•	 What do you like?
I like …
I don’t like …

• *Who is this?
This is Jenni.  She is eight years old. She likes Star Wars.

• My name is _____. I’m 8 years old. I live in Lauttasaari.   
I really like elephants. 

THIS IS ME  
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1. This is me – Me and my friends 

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Number cards

Output scaffolding
•	 Number flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 2
•	 My Friends worksheet

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 writing
•	 listing
•	 discussing
•	 showing
•	 telling
•	 examining
•	 competing
•	 describing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 1.1: Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards
•	 Attachment 1.3: Speaking Frame 2
• *Attachment 1.4: My Friends worksheet

Activities

My name is…

What you need: music on in the background, Speaking Frame 1 
(attachment 1.1)

The teacher puts the speaking frame on display. 
The pupils walk around the classroom while music is playing. 
When the music stops they get into pairs and ask the other 
person’s name with the help of the speaking frame. 

Pupil 1 asks “What’s your name?” and 
pupil 2 answers “My name is ______.” 
Pupil 2 asks “What’s your name?” and 
pupil 1 answers “My name is _____.”

The pupils write their own name tags in English after the 
activity.

Telling your age

What you need: Number flashcards (attachment 1.2), Speaking 
Frame 2 (attachment 1.3)

The teacher puts number cards (0–20) on display. The pupils 
say the numbers out loud. 
The teacher puts a speaking frame on display:

Pupil 1: How old are you?
Pupil 2: I’m  ____ years old.

Pupils work in pairs with the help of the speaking frame. Pupil 
1 asks “How old are you?” Pupil 2 picks up a number card and 
answers according to the number card (e.g. I’m six years old).

*My friends

What you need: My Friends worksheet (attachment 1.4)

The teacher draws pairs. The pupils interview their partner 
and find out their name, age and likes/dislikes (food, hobbies, 
animals, school subjects, weather).
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2. THIS IS ME   

Everyday routines, weekdays and 
months
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 follow instructions
•	 follow today’s/the classroom’s  schedule
•	 name the days of the week in the right order
•	 name your favourite day of the week
•	 greet people and say goodbye
• *name the months in the right order
• name your favourite month.    

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 respond to instructions
•	 give instructions others can follow
•	 match activities in a schedule and the day of 

the week
•	 point to the words for each day of the week

• *write the names of the days of the week
• write the names of the months
• write different kinds of greetings and use 

them in a cartoon, for example.

Key words
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 
Sunday, today, yesterday, tomorrow, hello, goodbye, good 
morning, maths, Finnish, science, P.E., music, crafts, 
January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, 
September, October, November, December

Key phrases
•	 Raise your hand if …

Let’s sit in a circle. Sit in the circle.
Sit down. Stand up.
Listen up. Quiet down.
Come here. 
Stop and listen.

•	 Today is Monday.
Yesterday was _____.
Tomorrow is _____.
What is your favourite day of the week?
My favourite day is _____. 

•	 Good morning. Hello. See you tomorrow. Goodbye.
Happy to see you. 
What day is it today?
What day was it yesterday?
What day is it tomorrow?

• *I/We can quiet down in 10 seconds. 
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2. This is me – Everyday routines, weekdays and months

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 School Subject flashcards
•	 Calendar display pack

Output scaffolding
•	 School subject flashcards
•	 Calendar display pack
•	 Calendar speaking frames

LOTS & HOTS
•	 creating
•	 showing
•	 naming
•	 telling
•	 describing
•	 finding

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 2.1: School Subject 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack
•	 Attachment 2.3: Calendar speaking 

frames

Activities

Let’s look at the classroom’s schedule!

What you need: Classroom schedule, School Subject 
flashcards (attachment 2.1)

The teacher shows a picture with the name of a school subject. 
The pupils mime what they do during these classes. Then the 
teacher shows only the name of the subject without the picture.

Morning circle

What you need: Calendar display pack (attachment 2.2), 
Calendar speaking frames (attachment 2.3), *paper and pencil

There is a calendar in the classroom showing weekdays, 
months, seasons and weather. The teacher demonstrates for 
a few days how you should go through the calendar. Gradually 
the pupils start working as classroom helpers. The classroom 
helpers go through the calendar on their own with the help of 
the speaking frames. 

*The classroom helper goes through the calendar. The class 
answers the questions by writing down their answers (day, 
month, season and weather) on a piece of paper. The pupils show 
their answers at the same time. The classroom helper gives the 
right answer and places the right card on the calendar.

Teacher says

What you need: A pointer, props (e.g. fake glasses)

Simon says, except this time it’s Teacher says. First write down 
sentences that the teacher usually uses:
•	 Good morning (pupils respond in the same way)
•	 Goodbye (pupils respond in the same way)
•	 Sit down
•	 Stand up
•	 Listen up (pupils cup their hands behind their ears and listen)
•	 Quieten down (pupils put a finger in front of their lips)
•	 Stop and listen (pupils freeze like a statue and try to be as 

still as possible)

One pupil at a time gets to be the teacher. The other pupils 
follow instructions.
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3. ME AS A SCIENTIST 

Traffic and safety
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 name five vehicles
•	 behave safely in the classroom
•	 behave safely in traffic 
•	 analyse pictures for mistakes children  

make in traffic 
•	 act politely in class, in the hallways, and 

elsewhere in school
• *analyse how you act at home.   

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 follow directions to find a place
•	 give directions to find a place 
•	 respond to the teacher’s instructions about 

behaviour 
•	 use gestures in order to give directions
•	 write some names of vehicles (e.g. create a 

picture dictionary).

Key words
car, bus, train, subway, underground/metro, traffic lights, 
road, street, bike, red light, green light, zebra crossing, left, 
right

Key phrases
•	 Let’s whisper.

Be careful. 
Listen up. 
Quiet down. I can quiet down quickly. 

•	 Left, right. Stop. 
Look to the left/look to the right. Look both ways. 
Look out for the car/bus/bike.
Let’s go. Go straight on. Go left. Go right. Cross the 
street.
I always look both ways. 
She did not/He did not look …
She did not use the zebra crossing ….
She didn’t wait for the green light. 

•	 Thank you
Sorry
You’re welcome
I listen carefully.
I put my hand up. 
I help others.

•	 At home, I listen when my _____ speaks.
I say thank you when my _____ gives me ______.
At home, I help with the dishes.

ME AS A SCIENTIST
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3. Me as a scientist – Traffic and safety

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Vehicles flashcards
•	 Traffic flashcards
•	 Traffic pictures

Output scaffolding
•	 Scaffolding Traffic Lights
•	 Vehicles flashcards
•	 Traffic flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 evaluating
•	 justifying
•	 examining
•	 explaining
•	 discussing
•	 writing
•	 relating
•	 classifying
•	 applying

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 3.1: Scaffolding Traffic 

lights
•	 Attachment 3.2: Vehicles flashcards
• *Attachment 3.3: Traffic flashcards
• *Attachment 3.4: Traffic pictures
• *Attachment 3.5: Speaking Frame 1

Activities

Introducing the Scaffolding Traffic Lights

What you need: Scaffolding Traffic Lights (attachment 3.1)

Every pupil makes their own traffic lights. They can be used 
to express their understanding or if they agree or not. In this 
activity the pupils practise how to use the traffic lights. The 
pupils are put into groups of five. One of them shows a picture 
of a vehicle and says “This is a ______”. The others show 
whether it is true or not using the traffic lights. In the end the 
pupil asks “Did you understand?” and the others show how well 
they understood with the traffic lights.

Where can you use this vehicle?

What you need: Vehicles flashcards (attachment 3.2)

Pupils draw a table with three columns in their notebooks. The 
teacher shows one vehicle flashcard at a time and pupils write it 
in the correct column.

Means of land 
transport (Land)

Means of air 
transport (Air)

Means of water 
transport (Water)

*Spot the mistake

What you need: Traffic flashcards (attachment 3.3), Traffic 
pictures (attachment 3.4), Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 3.5)

The teacher puts traffic pictures on display one by one. The 
pupils try to spot a mistake that a child is making in the picture. 
The pupils talk about the mistakes with the help of the speaking 
frame.

The pupils can make a picture dictionary using the Traffic 
flashcards. The pupils glue the pictures in their notebooks and 
write the words under the pictures.
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4. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Seasons, temperature, weather and 
clothing
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 identify and name the four seasons (using 

pictures)
•	 match activities to seasons (using pictures)
•	 read the temperature and link it to the 

weather
•	 name the clothing you wear in each season
•	 describe the weather in each season
•	 match words about weather with 

temperature. 

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 match words and pictures about the weather 

and clothing
•	 ask and answer questions about the weather, 

temperature and clothing
•	 discuss your likes and dislikes about seasons
•	 give a reason for your likes and dislikes
•	 group words and phrases about the weather 

(e.g. the weather I like/don’t like)
• *copy words and sentences about the 

weather (e.g. create your own book about the 
weather).

Key words
season, winter, summer, autumn, spring, temperature, 
weather, clothes

Key phrases
•	 What’s the temperature?

What’s the weather like? 
It’s -20. -> It’s cold/freezing.
It’s +15. -> It’s hot/warm.
You can ski / skate / go sleighing in the winter.
It’s cloudy / sunny / rainy / snowy / freezing /  
warm / hot / cold.
What should you wear today? / What should I wear today?

•	 What is your favourite season? 
My favourite season is summer, because it’s warm and 
sunny.
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4. Me as a scientist – Seasons, temperature, weather and clothing

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Weather Song:  

https://bit.ly/EEHB00001
•	 Calendar display pack
•	 Weather Story
•	 Weather flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Calendar display pack
•	 Writing Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Activity flashcards

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 describing
•	 listing
•	 telling
•	 classifying
•	 solving

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack
•	 Attachment 4.1: Weather Story cards
•	 Attachment 4.2: Weather Story
• *Attachment 4.3: Writing Frame 1
•	 Attachment 4.4: Clothing flashcards
•	 Attachment 4.5: Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 4.6: Activity flashcards

Activities

What’s the weather like?

What you need: Weather Song, Calendar display pack 
(attachment 2.2), Weather Story cards (attachment 4.1), Weather 
Story (attachment 4.2), 

*Writing Frame 1 (attachment 4.3)

The pupils listen and sing the Weather song.

The pupils get their own set of weather flashcards from the 
Calendar display pack. The teacher reads the Weather Story. 
The pupils pick up the right flashcard every time they hear the 
teacher say a weather word in the story.

The pupils make their own picture dictionary by using the 
weather flashcards. *The pupils can write down sentences about 
the weather and seasons under the pictures with the help of the 
writing frame (e.g. It is sunny in the summer).

What should I wear today?

What you need: Clothing flashcards (attachment 4.4), Calendar 
display pack (attachment 2.2), Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 
4.5)

The teacher puts clothing flashcards on display. The teacher 
chooses a weather card from the calendar display pack and puts 
it on display. The pupils work in pairs and tell each other in turns 
what to wear during that kind of weather with the help of the 
speaking frame.

Activities and seasons

What you need: Calendar display pack (attachment 2.2), Activity 
flashcards (attachment 4.6)

The pupils work in small groups. The groups have their own set 
of season flashcards from the calendar display pack and activity 
flashcards. One member of the group picks up an activity card 
and mimes the activity. The rest of the group has to guess in 
which season you usually do the activity.

*The pupils can also guess the name of the activity. The pupils 
write down the name of the activity in their notebooks under the 
different seasons.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUSbazn3STo
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5. ME AS A SCIENTIST 

Mathematics – Numbers 0–20, *0–100
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 count from 0 to 20 (including  backwards)
•	 demonstrate understanding of the concepts 

‘greater than’ and ‘less than’
•	 answer questions about quantity
•	 connect expressions/calculations with 

pictures. 
• *count from 0 to 100 (including  backwards)
• create maths problems.

Language outcomes

You can: 
•	 name numbers 
•	 match written words with numbers  
•	 place the word cards in the order you hear 

them
•	 speak clearly and loudly enough that 

everyone can hear you
•	 chant / sing /rap numbers in different order 

(e.g. from 0–20, from 20–0).
• *use correctly expressions 

• greater than
• less than 

• write and name numbers.

Key words 
greater than, less than

Key phrases
•	 How many cats can you see in the picture?

Five cats.
One cat gets a new home. How many cats are left?
Four cats.
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Me as a scientist – Mathematics – Numbers 0–20, *0–100

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Number Song: 

https://bit.ly/EEHB0002
•	 Number flashcards
•	 Comparison signs

Output scaffolding
•	 Scaffolding Traffic Lights
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Comparison signs
•	 Speaking Frame 2

LOTS & HOTS
•	 telling
•	 writing
•	 comparing
•	 explaining
•	 choosing
•	 solving

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards
•	 Attachment 3.1: Scaffolding Traffic 

Lights
•	 Attachment 5.1: Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 5.2:  Comparison signs
• *Attachment 5.3: Speaking Frame 2

Activities

Number song 

What you need: Number Song, Number flashcards (attachment 
1.2), small objects from the classroom

The teacher puts the flashcards on display. The pupils listen 
and sing the Number Song.

The pupils work in groups. The teacher gives out one number 
card to each group. The group has to find the same amount 
of the same objects from their classroom. The groups tell the 
other groups about the amount of objects they have (We have 
12 pencils. We have 8 scissors). The pupils return the objects to 
the right places. The teacher gives out new number cards to the 
groups.

Addition and subtraction

What you need: Scaffolding Traffic Lights (attachment 3.1), 
Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 5.1)

The pupils work in small groups. One pupil is the “teacher” who 
says some simple addition/subtraction calculations out loud 
with the help of the speaking frame.

The other pupils show whether the calculation is correct or not 
with their traffic lights.

*Greater or less than

What you need: pieces of paper, Comparison signs (attachment 
5.2), Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 5.3)

Pupils work in pairs. They both write numbers (0–100) on a 
piece of paper. The pupils put the numbers on the table and 
choose the correct comparison sign and put it in the middle of 
the numbers. Both then read the expression out loud with the 
help of the speaking frame.
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6. ME AS AN ARTIST 

Colours
Content outcomes 

You can: 
•	 name different colours 
•	 make new colours by mixing different colours
•	 group things according to colour.

Language outcomes

You can: 
•	 say what colour something is 
•	 create a table of things of different colours, 

and talk  about it
•	 match words and pictures about colours 
• *explain what your favourite colour is
• write the names of colours (fill in blanks).

Key words
colours, favourite, yellow, red, blue, green, orange, brown, 
black, white, purple

Key phrases
•	 What do you get if you mix blue and yellow?  

You get green. 

•	 What colour is a plant?  
red, blue, yellow, purple, green, orange, brown
 

•	 Bananas are yellow.
The sun is yellow. 
My sweater is yellow. 
I like the colour yellow. 

• *What is your favourite colour?  
My favourite colour is_______.

• I love pink. I like purple.  
I don’t like black. 

• Primary colours and secondary colours

ME AS AN ARTIST
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6. Me as an artist – Colours  

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Colour flashcards
•	 Colour Song:  

https://bit.ly/EEHB00003
•	 Colour Wheel
•	 School Supplies flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Colour flashcards
•	 Colour Wheel
•	 School Supplies flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Speaking/Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 choosing
•	 explaining
•	 identifying
•	 categorising
•	 showing
•	 naming
•	 writing
•	 telling
•	 finding

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 6.1: Colour flashcards
•	 Attachment 6.2: Colour Wheel turtle 

template
•	 Attachment 6.3: Colour Wheel
•	 Attachment 6.4: School Supplies 

flashcards
• *Attachment 6.5: Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 6.6: Speaking/ 

Writing Frame 1

Activities

Primary and secondary colours

What you need: Colour flashcards (attachment 6.1), Colour 
Song, water colours, small cups, paintbrushes, Colour Wheel 
Turtle template (attachment 6.2)

The teacher puts the flashcards on display. The pupils listen 
and sing the Colour Song.

The pupils work individually. First they mix primary colours and 
paint the right sections of the turtle with them. Then they mix 
secondary colours and paint the right sections of the turtle with 
them. The pupils write the names of the colours around the 
turtle.

*The pupils write down the primary and secondary colours in 
their notebooks.

Group things according to colour

What you need: objects from the classroom, Colour Wheel 
(attachment 6.3), School Supplies flashcards (attachment 6.4), 
*Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 6.5)

Pupils work in small groups. Each group makes their own colour 
wheel with objects they find in the classroom. The colours are 
arranged in primary and secondary colours.

*The teacher asks the pupils which objects are a certain colour 
(e.g. Which objects are red?). The pupils name the classroom 
objects (scissors, pencils and sponge are orange) and what 
colour they are with the help of the speaking frame.

*Favourite colour

What you need: Speaking/Writing Frame 1 (attachment 6.6)

The pupils explain or write about their favourite colour and 
how to mix it (or if it is a primary colour) with the help of the 
speaking/writing frame. Then they present their opinions in 
small groups or for the whole class.
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Checklist for good  
pedagogical practices 

Grade 1 Grade 2
The learning environment is safe and friendly. □ □

The learning environment is rich and supports learning. □ □

I foster learner autonomy 
• by giving learners choices to make □ □

• by teaching learning skills □ □

• by negotiating on decisions about the learning process with learners. □ □

I give learners opportunities for  cooperative learning. □ □

I plan my lessons in order to ensure learners speak, write and read more than I do. □ □

I plan my teaching with colleagues. □ □

The intended  learning outcomes for language are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

The oral and/or written language input is extensive. □ □

I am scaffolding language input and output (e.g. shortening sentences, repeating nouns 
instead of using pronouns, underlining key phrases, providing speaking and writing frames, 
organising vocabulary in categories etc.)

□ □

The academic language is visible to learners. □ □

Intended learning outcomes for content are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

I am scaffolding content (e.g. by using graphic organisers and subheadings, highlighting 
the key facts, breaking material into chunks, reducing the number of tasks at one time etc.)

□ □

The content is  academically challenging. □ □

I reflect on learning with my learners. □ □

I reflect on my teaching. □ □

Notes My moment of success  
during the last period

My goals for next period
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Late autumn

THIS IS ME

7. THIS IS ME

My family
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 name family members
•	 say if you have a pet or not
• speak about your family members’ role, age, 

name and likes and dislikes. 

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 speak clearly and loudly enough that 

everyone can hear you
•	 match words related to pictures about family 

members and pets
•	 answer the questions

•	 Who is this? 
•	 Do you have sisters / brothers / pets?

• *give an oral presentation about your family
• match written words with spoken words
• follow written instructions 
• write some short sentences about your 

family.

Key words
mother, father, sister, brother, pet, *parents, grandparents, 
grandmother, grandfather, cousin, aunt, uncle

Key phrases
•	 Who is this?

This is my mum / dad / sister / brother / dog.
I have an older/younger brother/sister. 

•	 Do you have a pet? 
Do you have sisters/brothers/pets?

I have a dog. He/She is big/small. 
He/She likes to run. 
He/She likes to chase squirrels/rabbits. He/She likes to 
fetch a ball. 

Yes, I do. / No, I don’t.
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7. This is me – My family

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Family Member flashcards
•	 Family Pictures

Output scaffolding
•	 Family Member flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Writing Frame 1
•	 Writing/Speaking Frame 2

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 remembering
•	 describing
•	 writing
•	 comparing
•	 listing
•	 telling
•	 showing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 7.1: Family Member 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 7.2: Family Pictures 
•	 Attachment 7.3: Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 7.4: Writing Frame 1
• Attachment 7.5: Speaking/  

Writing Frame 1

Activities

My family members

What you need: Family Member flashcards (attachment 7.1)

The teacher puts the cards on display one by one. The pupils 
name each family member. 

The pupils work in pairs and play a memory game using the 
flashcards. When they flip a card, they say the word out loud.

Do you have…?

What you need: Family Member flashcards (attachment 7.1), 
Family Pictures (attachment 7.2), Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 
7.3), notebook, *Writing Frame 1 (attachment 7.4)

The teacher puts the family pictures and family member 
flashcards on display. The pupils work in groups. One member 
of the group chooses one family picture without telling anyone. 
The rest of the group ask questions and try to guess the family 
with the help of a speaking frame.

The pupils can make picture dictionaries using the family 
pictures without the written words. The pupils write family 
words under the picture. *The pupils can also write short 
sentences about the families under the pictures with the help 
of the writing frame.

*This is my family

What you need: Family Member flashcards (attachment 7.1), 
Speaking/Writing Frame 1 (attachment 7.5)

The pupils draw a picture of their family. They write short 
descriptions of their family members and their likes/dislikes 
under the picture with the help of the speaking/writing frame. 
The pupils present their work to the group with the help of the 
speaking/writing frame.
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8. THIS IS ME 

My feelings
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 recognise in pictures 

•	 positive feelings: calmness, excitement, 
happiness

•	 negative feelings: anger, fear, frustration, 
sadness

•	 connect pictures of feelings to words
•	 show feelings non-verbally
• *explain what makes you

• happy
• sad 

• say who/what can help you when you feel 
sad/upset

• connect pictures of different situations with 
different feelings

• make your own picture dictionary about 
feelings. 

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 explain how you feel
•	 match words and pictures (e.g. emoji) about 

feelings
•	 answer questions

•	 Are you happy/sad/angry/tired? 
•	 What makes you happy/ sad?
•	 When are you happy/sad?

•	 mimic feelings to help learning them.

Key words
feelings, calm, excited, happy, angry, sad, tired, hungry

Key phrases
•	 Are you happy/sad/calm/afraid/excited?

Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. I'm sad/happy/calm/ 
afraid/excited.

*What/Who makes you happy/sad?
Friends. My dog. My mum. 
When are you happy/sad?
I love____
I hate____ 
I like ____
I dislike ____
I’m happy/sad/tired/hungry
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8. This is me – My feelings

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Feelings flashcards 
•	 Situation flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Brain Droplets scaffolding template
•	 Feelings flashcards
•	 Speaking/Writing frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 identifying
•	 categorising
•	 showing
•	 illustrating
•	 explaining
•	 naming
•	 writing
•	 telling

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 8.1: Brain Droplets 

scaffolding template
•	 Attachment 8.2: Feelings flashcards
•	 Attachment 8.3: Situation flashcards
• *Attachment 8.4: Speaking/  

Writing frame 1

Activities

Feeling droplets

What you need: Brain Droplets scaffolding template 
(attachment 8.1)

The teacher hands out copies of the template, draws it on 
the board or makes an enlargement on a bulletin board. The 
umbrella in this template is the topic, in this case feelings. The 
pupils try to come up with as many feelings as possible and 
write them on the droplets. Feelings can then be divided into 
positive, negative or neutral feelings. Then the pupils colour the 
droplets in the colours that reflect the feelings in their opinion.

How do you feel?

What you need: Feelings flashcards (attachment 8.2), Situation 
flashcards (attachment 8.3)

The teacher displays the flashcards one by one. The pupils act 
in a way they would feel in given situations. Then the pupils 
name what feeling was in question. 

*My feelings

What you need: Situation flashcards (attachment 8.3), 
Speaking/Writing frame 1 (attachment 8.4)

The teacher goes through the different situations in the 
pictures one by one. The class talks about what’s happening in 
the pictures.

The pupils work in pairs. The pair goes through the situation 
pictures and tell each other if the situation would make them 
feel happy or sad, with the help of the speaking frame.

The pupils come up with new situations that would make 
them happy/sad. The pupils can use the frame to write short 
sentences in their notebook.
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9. THIS IS ME

My school and my classroom
Content outcomes

You can:  
•	 name different areas in the school  and the 

schoolyard
•	 explain where the following are: 

•	 the dining hall
•	 the nurse’s office
•	 the principal’s office
•	 the gym
•	 the janitor’s office

•	 name classroom furniture, supplies and 
equipment 

•	 talk about different school subjects and your 
timetable 

•	 explain when:
•	 school starts
•	 the school day ends 

•	 explain where:
•	 you sit
•	 you put your bag
• *you can find supplies and equipment
• you are allowed to spend breaks.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 match words and pictures of school 

equipment
• *match names and pictures of classroom 

furniture and equipment
• place the word/picture cards in the order you 

hear them.
• show and talk about what’s in your school 

bag.

Key words
classroom, hallway, gym, table, chair, pen, pencil, (diner) 
dining room/lunch room, schoolyard, rubbish  

Key phrases
•	 The scissors are in that cupboard. 

The paper is in …

•	 In my bag, I have
•	 a pencil case
•	 a pencil
•	 a book
•	 a notebook.

• *Do you know where you can stay during breaks? 
Inside the yard, don’t go past the fence. 
We have to stay in the schoolyard. 

• What can you do during break? 
We can play hide and seek, tag and dodgeball, 
hopscotch…
I can use swings and a climbing frame.
I can skip rope. My school day starts at nine. 
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9. This is me – My school and my classroom

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Places around the school
•	 School Supplies flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Places around the School
•	 School Supplies flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 2
•	 Speaking/Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 describing
•	 naming
•	 planning
•	 applying
•	 explaining
•	 telling
•	 remembering
•	 examining

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 6.4: School Supplies 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 9.1: Places around the school
•	 Attachment 9.2: Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 9.3: Speaking Frame 2
• *Attachment 9.4: Speaking/  

Writing Frame 1

Activities

Locating places inside the school

What you need: Places around the school (attachment 9.1), 
camera/phone, Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 9.2)

The pupils work in pairs. They pick a card, find the place in the 
school and take a picture of it. When the pair returns, they say 
what place is in the picture with the help of the speaking frame.

School supplies 

What you need: Different school supplies, School Supplies 
flashcards (attachment 6.4), Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 
9.3).

The pupils work in small groups.
The group chooses 8–10 different school supplies from the 
classroom and places them on a desk. All pupils except one 
close their eyes. The pupil who has their eyes open takes one 
of the items away. When the rest of the group open their eyes, 
they say which of the objects is missing with the help of the 
speaking frame.

*What’s in my bag?

What you need: Pupils’ backpacks, Speaking/Writing Frame 1 
(attachment 9.4)

The pupils go through their backpacks and write about their 
own school supplies with the help of a writing frame. The pupils 
present their work with the help of the speaking/writing frame.
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10. THIS IS ME

My home
Content outcomes

You can:   
•	 give your address
•	 talk about your journey to school
• *explain the chores you do at home  
• name three different rooms  
• name five pieces of furniture
• fill in a chart about household chores in your 

family. 

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 describe your room 
• *describe your home 
• connect written words about rooms with 

pictures
• write names of some rooms in a picture 

dictionary
• match names and pictures of furniture
• show and tell about your own room
• look at the class when you speak
• talk about your household chores chart.

Keywords
bed, chair, lamp, mirror, door, window, blanket, carpet 

Key phrases
•	 My address is Imaginary Road 31.

• *How can you help mum/dad at home? 
I can hoover, clean my room, take the dog out, empty the 
dishwasher, make the bed, take out the rubbish  

• What room is this? 
It is a kitchen/a living room/a bedroom. 
My house has three rooms. 
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10. This is me – My home

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 My Home flashcards
•	 Furniture flashcards
•	 Chores flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 My Home flashcards
•	 Speaking/Writing Frame 1
•	 Furniture flashcards
•	 Speaking/Writing Frame 2
•	 Chores flashcards
•	 Chores chart & speaking frame

LOTS & HOTS
•	 explaining
•	 showing
•	 illustrating
•	 naming
•	 writing
•	 telling
•	 describing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 10.1: My Home flashcards
•	 Attachment 10.2: Speaking/Writing 

frame 1
• *Attachment 10.3: Furniture flashcards 
• *Attachment 10.4: Speaking/Writing 

Frame 2
• *Attachment 10.5: Chores flashcards 
• *Attachment 10.6: Chores Chart & 

Speaking Frame

Activities

My home

What you need: paper/notebook, drawing equipment, My 
Home flashcards (attachment 10.1), Speaking/Writing Frame 1 
(attachment 10.2)

The pupils draw and colour their home. The pupils write a 
headline “My Home” at the top of the sheet/page and their 
address at the bottom of the sheet/page (e.g. My address is 
Imaginary Road 31).

The pupils present their work to the class with the help of the 
speaking frame. 

*The teacher shows the pupils the My Home flashcards. The 
pupils describe their home using the speaking/writing frame 
(e.g. My home has a red roof).

*My room

What you need: paper/notebook, drawing equipment, Furniture 
flashcards (attachment 10.3), Speaking/Writing Frame 2 
(attachment 10.4)

The pupils draw a picture of their room. The pupils name the 
furniture in their room. The pupils present their work to the 
class with the help of the speaking frame. They can also write 
short sentences about their room in their notebooks.

The pupils can also build their room using cardboard boxes and 
different materials.

*Household chores chart

What you need: paper/notebook, Chores flashcards 
(attachment 10.5), Chores Chart & Speaking Frame (attachment 
10.6)

The teacher goes through the flashcards one by one. The pupils 
glue the chores chart in their notebooks. The pupils work in 
pairs, fill in the chart and talk about their charts with the help of 
the speaking frame.
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11. THIS IS ME

My neighbourhood
Content outcomes

You can:  
•	 talk about where you live 
•	 name three places nearby your home 
•	 explain where it is not safe to go - when or 

why
• *draw a map and name places on it. 

Language outcomes 

You can:
•	 create your own picture dictionary about 

places near you
•	 describe the area where you live using your 

picture dictionary
• *name and describe different buildings. 
• look up words on the Internet / in a 

dictionary.

Key words
park, street, forest, library, supermarket, bus stop, 
hospital, river, lake, sea, *buildings, houses, transport/
transportation, directions 

Key phrases

•	 I live in Lauttasaari. 
I live in Finland. 
I go to Lauttasaari Primary School.

•	 Tell me something about the area where you live.  
There is a __________ nearby.
The library is big/small/old/new. It has lots of tables and 
sofas. There are lots of books and computers.  

Speaking frame:

It is not safe to go 
in the water  
onto  a construction site 
in the forest

when alone.
at night.
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11. This is me – My neighbourhood

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Public Buildings and Facilities 

flashcards
•	 Prepositions flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Public Buildings and Facilities 

flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Prepositions flashcards
•	 Buildings in Helsinki Worksheet 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 telling
•	 describing
•	 explaining
•	 finding
•	 examining
•	 writing
•	 designing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 11.1: Public Buildings and 

Facilities flashcards 
•	 Attachment 11.2: Map worksheet
• *Attachment 11.3: Speaking Frame 1 
• *Attachment 11.4: Prepositions 

flashcards 
• *Attachment 11.5: Buildings in Helsinki 

Worksheet 1

Activities

Draw your neighbourhood

What you need: paper, coloured pencils, Public Buildings and 
Facilities flashcards (attachment 11.1), *Speaking Frame 1 
(attachment 11.3), *Prepositions flashcards (attachment 11.4)

First the pupils study the flashcards with the teacher. Then the 
pupils draw a picture that illustrates their own neighbourhood. The 
picture should include their own home and nearby public buildings 
and facilities. Pupils will also name the buildings in the picture.

The pupils can make their own picture dictionary of the public 
buildings and facilities.

*Using the drawing they did, pupils talk about their own 
neighbourhood. With the help of the speaking frame, pupils 
describe what kind of buildings are near their home and what 
they look like.

Building a city

What you need: Public Buildings and Facilities flashcards 
(attachment 11.1), Map worksheet (attachment 11.2), scissors, glue

The pupils get their own map worksheets. They cut the 
buildings and trees and glue them to the map. They can design 
the city how they want. With the help of Buildings/Facilities 
flashcards they name the buildings. They can also add some 
buildings or areas by drawing on the map. The pupils can 
compare their maps with their friends and tell them what the 
buildings are.

*Public buildings

What you need: access to internet, paper/notebook, Buildings 
in Helsinki Worksheet 1 (attachment 11.5)

The teacher chooses 4–6 well-known public buildings in 
Helsinki. The teacher goes through the buildings and their 
names.

The pupils work in groups. All the groups choose one building 
to do research on. They look up information about their building 
and write the information down with the help of a writing frame.

The groups give an oral presentation about their building with 
the help of the worksheet.
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12. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Animals
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 name Finnish farm and wild animals 
•	 name pets 
•	 connect animals learnt with their habitats 
• *describe and compare animals.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 use colours, age, emotions, movement and 

foods to describe animals  
•	 write some names of animals in a picture 

dictionary 
•	 mimic different animals’ movements  and 

sounds to memorize them
•	 use the words: bigger, smaller, taller, shorter, 

more, less
• *create a book about your pet or imaginary 

pet
• compare and contrast animals.

Key words
cat, chicken, cow, dog, duck, guinea pig,  hamster, horse, 
pig, sheep, bear, deer, fox, moose, spider, snake, wolf, duck, 
eagle, swan

Key phrases
• *Do you have a pig? 

Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. 

• Where does this animal live? 
In the forest, in the sea, in my house…

• Is this a pet / a wild animal / a farm animal?

Speaking frame:

Compare these animals

A dog 
An eagle 
An elephant 
A giraffe  
A mouse
A shark

has bigger 
smaller 
more 
taller 
shorter

ears
neck 
nose
feet
teeth 
tail

than (another 
animal) 

a …
an …

ME AS A SCIENTIST
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12. Me as a scientist – Animals

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Animal flashcards
•	 Describing Animals word mats

Output scaffolding
•	 Animal flashcards
•	 Placemat scaffolding template
•	 Describing Animals word mats
•	 Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 describing
•	 illustrating
•	 comparing
•	 writing
•	 classifying
•	 outline
•	 creating

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards
•	 Attachment 12.2: Placemat Scaffolding 

Template
• *Attachment 12.3: Writing Frame 1
• *Attachment 12.4: Describing Animals 

word mats

Activities

Naming animals

What you need: Animal flashcards (attachment 12.1)

The teacher shows animal flashcards one by one. The pupils 
repeat the names after the teacher. Then the teacher puts a 
picture of the animal on display and the pupils walk around and 
make noises like this animal. Then the teacher puts only the 
name of the animal on display and the pupils once again act like 
this animal.

Gathering animals

What you need: Placemat scaffolding template (attachment 
12.2)

Pupils work in groups of four. The teacher first gives 
instructions to the pupils to write down as many animals as they 
can in X minutes. Then the teacher tells the pupils to circle all 
the Finnish animals/pets/farm animals in their own quarter of 
the template. After that the pupils gather all the animals they all 
agree belong to that group into the middle of the template. 

*My Own Pet Book

What you need: Writing Frame 1 (attachment 12.3), Describing 
Animals word mats (attachment 12.4)

The pupils create a “book” of their imaginary monster pet. 
It should include a picture, a description of the animal and a 
comparison to other animals. With the help of the writing frame, 
they write sentences under the picture of the pet they have 
drawn.
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13. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Mathematics – Addition and 
subtraction
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 add and subtract using plus and minus signs
•	 use manipulatives to solve

•	 additions
•	 subtractions

•	 understand addition and subtraction by 
•	 connecting pictures and mathematical 

expressions together 
•	 drawing pictures of expressions

•	 use addition and subtraction to solve math 
problems

• *create maths problems.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 use mathematical terms correctly.

Key words 
subtraction, addition, plus, minus, equals, take away, add

Key phrases
•	 2 + 2 = 4

Two plus two equals four.

•	 How many cats you see in the park?
Three cats.
There comes two more cats. How many cats there are 
now?
Five cats.
3 + 2 = 5
Three plus two equals five.
Is it addition or subtraction?
It’s addition.
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13. Me as a scientist – Mathematics – Addition and subtraction

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
• Addition and subtraction signs

Output scaffolding
• Speaking Frame 1
• Addition and subtraction signs
• Speaking Frame 2

LOTS & HOTS
• remembering
• understanding
• relating
• finding
• applying
• comparing
• solving
• completing
• using

Attachments:
• Attachment 13.1: Addition and

subtraction signs
• Attachment 5.1: Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 5.3: Speaking Frame 2

Activities

How many?

What you need: Addition and subtraction signs (attachment 13.1), 
Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 5.1)

First the teacher asks three pupils to come to the front of the 
classroom. Then the teacher asks another two pupils to come to 
the front of the classroom. The teacher asks “How many pupils are 
there?” and the pupils say the total number of pupils out loud (5).
The teacher says the addition expression 3 + 2 = 5 out loud 
and the pupils repeat it with the help of the speaking frame. 
The teacher writes the expression on the board and names the 
expression “Addition”.

Next the teacher asks six pupils to come to the front of the 
classroom. The teacher asks three of the pupils to go back to 
their seats. The teacher asks “How many pupils are there left?” 
and the pupils say the total number of pupils out loud (3).
The teacher says the subtraction expression 6 – 3 = 3 out loud 
and the pupils repeat it with the help of the speaking frame. 
The teacher writes the expression on the board and names the 
expression “Subtraction”.

Let’s add or take away

What you need: manipulatives, addition and subtraction signs 
(attachment 13.1), notebook, Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 5.1), 
*two dice, *Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 5.3)

The pupils have a set of manipulatives. The teacher asks the pupils 
to take a certain number (0–20) of manipulatives from the desk.
The teacher says “Let’s add ___.” or “Let’s take away ___.” and 
the pupils add or take away a certain number of manipulatives. 

The teacher asks “Was this an addition or a subtraction?” 
The pupils write down the expression they just did with the 
manipulatives in their notebooks. The pupils read the expression 
together out loud with the help of the speaking frame.

*The pupils work in pairs and play against each other. The pair
roll the dice, form a two-digit number according to the dice (e.g.
2 and 6 is 62 or 26) and write the number in their notebooks. The
teacher says if they have to add or take away from the number.
The pupils roll the dice again and form a two-digit number
according to the dice. They write an expression according to the
numbers. The pair decides which number comes first. The pairs
say the expressions out loud. The pair with the biggest sum/
difference gets a point.
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14. ME AS AN ARTIST

Planning, working safely and creating 
something
Content outcomes

You can:
• use different craft and art equipment safely
• take things back to their place
• clean up after yourself
• list what you need for your work
• name the steps for creating your art work

(your plan)
• create your own work of art
• present your artwork to others.

Language outcomes

You can:
• match pictures and words of different

materials and tools
• follow written and drawn instructions
• *describe what you did (e.g. what colours/

materials you used)
• describe what you created.

Key words
equipment, paper, cardboard, scissors, pencil, eraser, ruler, 
glue, brush, markers, crayons, water colours, cup, hammer, 
saw, nail, needle, thread, string, fabric, felt, pin, knot, draw, 
cut, mix colours, sketch, mould, wash, clean up, wipe, paint 

Key phrases
• What do you need?

I need paper / cardboard …

• Sew. Fold. Make a knot.
You need paper and scissors. Go and get them.

• *First/Then/Finally I…
My title is …
I used red/green/white  paper/paint.
This is a drawing/painting/collage/…
It is about….
My favourite colour is ….  
Thank you for listening.

ME AS AN ARTIST
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14. Me as an artist – Planning, working safely and creating something

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
• Arts & crafts equipment flashcards
• Instructions template
• Art Instructions flashcards

Output scaffolding
• Arts & crafts equipment flashcards
• Instructions template
• Crafts Equipment worksheet
• Arts Equipment worksheet
• Speaking Frame 1
• Art Instructions flashcards
• Speaking Frame 2
• Speaking Frame 3

LOTS & HOTS
• describing
• explaining
• illustrating
• examining
• applying
• solving
• predicting
• justifying

Attachments:
• Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts

equipment flashcards
• Attachment 14.2: Crafts Equipment

worksheet
• Attachment 14.3: Arts Equipment

worksheet
• Attachment 14.4: Speaking Frame 1
• Attachment 14.5: Instructions template
• Attachment 14.6: Art Instructions

flashcards
• *Attachment 14.7: Speaking Frame 2
• *Attachment 14.8: Speaking Frame 3

Activities

Match pictures and words of arts & crafts equipment

What you need: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards  
(attachment 14.1), Crafts Equipment Worksheet (attachment 
14.2), Arts Equipment worksheet (attachment 14.3), Speaking 
Frame 1 (attachment 14.4)

The teacher goes through the pictures of equipment one by 
one. Then the pupils do the worksheet where they connect the 
picture and the name of the piece of equipment. 

The teacher then shows the pupils pictures of different kinds 
of art and craft works and asks them what equipment has been 
used for each work. Pupils answer with the help of the speaking 
frame. This activity can also be done whenever the teacher 
starts something new with the pupils.

Mute the teacher

What you need: Instructions template (attachment 14.5), Arts & 
crafts equipment flashcards (attachment 14.1), Art Instructions 
flashcards (attachment 14.6)

The goal is for the teacher to be quiet during the whole lesson 
after giving the instructions. The teacher uses flashcards of the 
equipment and instructions and writes down instructions of 
each phase of the work on the whiteboard. 

Instructions should include the preparation phase, the work 
phase and the clean-up phase. The teacher can use the 
instruction template as a model.

*Art exhibition

What you need: a work of art/craft, Speaking Frame 2 
(attachment 14.7), Speaking Frame 3 (attachment 14.8)

Pupils hold an art/craft exhibition in the classroom. Each pupil 
describes their own work and the phases in the making of it. 
They prepare a short speech about their work with the help of 
the speaking frame. 

Other pupils act like one should in an exhibition and use 
polite language to comment on the works with the help of the 
speaking frame
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Checklist for good  
pedagogical practices 

Grade 1 Grade 2
The learning environment is safe and friendly. □ □

The learning environment is rich and supports learning. □ □

I foster learner autonomy 
• by giving learners choices to make □ □

• by teaching learning skills □ □

• by negotiating on decisions about the learning process with learners. □ □

I give learners opportunities for  cooperative learning. □ □

I plan my lessons in order to ensure learners speak, write and read more than I do. □ □

I plan my teaching with colleagues. □ □

The intended  learning outcomes for language are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

The oral and/or written language input is extensive. □ □

I am scaffolding language input and output (e.g. shortening sentences, repeating nouns 
instead of using pronouns, underlining key phrases, providing speaking and writing frames, 
organising vocabulary in categories etc.)

□ □

The academic language is visible to learners. □ □

Intended learning outcomes for content are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

I am scaffolding content (e.g. by using graphic organisers and subheadings, highlighting 
the key facts, breaking material into chunks, reducing the number of tasks at one time etc.)

□ □

The content is  academically challenging. □ □

I reflect on learning with my learners. □ □

I reflect on my teaching. □ □

Notes My moment of success  
during the last period

My goals for next period
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Early spring
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Early spring

15. THIS IS ME

My body

THIS IS ME

Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 name and point to body parts
•	 draw and label body parts 
•	 sing a song about the body. 

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 match words and pictures (e.g. emojis) about 

body parts
•	 correctly follow instructions (e.g. touch your 

nose/belly/head/ears)
•	 fill in the blanks about the body (This is my ... 

These are my …)
• *write the names of body parts
• create a book entitled My Body.

Key words 
head, hair, neck, chest, arm, hand, stomach, leg, foot, toes, 
nose, mouth, bum, ears, eyes, feet, fingers

Key phrases
•	 This is my head/hair/neck

•	 These are my ears/eyes/feet/fingers.
I have five fingers. 
I am ____ cm tall. 
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15. This is me – My body

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Body parts song:
•	 https://bit.ly/EEHB00004
•	 Body parts flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Body parts flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Body parts worksheet
•	 Speaking/Writing Frame 1
•	 How many body parts worksheet
•	 Speaking Frame 2
•	 Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 telling
•	 naming
•	 showing
•	 writing
•	 describing
•	 creating
•	 applying
•	 restating
•	 discussing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 15.1: Body Parts flashcards
•	 Attachment 15.2:

Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 15.3: Body Parts worksheet
•	 Attachment 15.4: Speaking/ 

Writing Frame 1
•	 Attachment 15.5: How many body parts 

worksheet
•	 Attachment 15.6:

Speaking Frame 2
• *Attachment 15.7: Writing Frame 1

Activities

Body parts song

What you need: Body parts song, Body parts flashcards 
(attachment 15.1), Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 15.2)

The pupils listen to the song and move according to the words. 
After listening to the song, the teacher puts the body parts 
flashcards on display and gives the pupils instructions to 
move their body parts (e.g. Move your head). The pupils react 
accordingly. The pupils can also play the game in small groups 
with the help of the speaking frame. One of the pupils gives 
instructions and the others react.

Draw and label the body parts

What you need: Body Parts worksheet (attachment 15.3), 
Speaking/Writing Frame 1 (attachment 15.4), notebook

The pupils fill in the body parts worksheet and write short 
sentences about the body parts with the help of the writing 
frame. The pupils talk about the body parts in small groups with 
the help of the speaking frame.

How many?

What you need: How Many Body Parts worksheet (attachment 
15.5), Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 15.6), *Writing Frame 1 
(attachment 15.7)

The pupils start working individually. They throw a dice and 
write how many body parts they have in their worksheet. When 
the worksheet is ready, the children draw a picture according 
to it.

The pupils get into small groups and ask each other questions 
about their drawing with the help of the speaking frame.

*The pupils write a short story about the drawing with the help 
of the writing frame. The children read the story to the group.
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16. THIS IS ME

Five senses
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 name all the five senses
•	 connect senses to body parts
•	 connect actions to senses
•	 fill in a chart about what you hear, see, taste, 

touch and smell  
• *explain what something (e.g. during a blind 

smell, touch, taste test)
• feels
• sounds
• smells
• tastes
• looks like. 

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 match words and pictures about senses
•	 respond correctly to 

•	 look
•	 listen
•	 taste
•	 smell
•	 touch

• *connect verbs and adjectives with the 
correct senses

• add some elements about the five senses to 
your picture dictionary

• use some adjectives and adverbs. 

Key words
sight, hearing, taste, smell, touch

Key phrases
•	 Look.

Taste.
Listen.
Smell.

•	 It feels/sounds/smells/looks/tastes ...
It tastes good/tastes bad/tastes sweet/tastes nice.
It looks soft/feels soft/feels nice.
The apple/chocolate tastes good.

• *This tastes good.
This smells bad.
I think this is an apple/soap/wood/…
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16. This is me – Five senses

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Guess What Sense board game
•	 Using My Senses flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Guess What Sense board game
•	 Five Senses board game
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Writing Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 2
•	 Using My Senses flashcards

LOTS & HOTS
•	 describing
•	 finding
•	 writing
•	 telling
•	 relating
•	 classifying
•	 solving
•	 comparing
•	 categorising
•	 identifying

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 16.1:

Five Senses flashcards
•	 Attachment 16.2: Guess What Sense 

game board
•	 Attachment 16.3: 

Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 16.4:

Five Senses game board
•	 Attachment 16.5:

Writing Frame 1
• *Attachment 16.6:

Speaking Frame 2
• *Attachment 16.7:

Using My Senses flashcards

Activities

Five senses

What you need: Five Senses flashcards (attachment 16.1), paper/
notebook, crayons

First the pupils make up a character in their head (it can be a 
human, a monster, an alien, etc.) Then the pupils draw and colour 
in the character and name all five senses in it.

Guess What Sense board game

What you need: Guess What Sense game board (attachment 
16.2), Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 16.3)

The teacher goes through the words in the game and the 
speaking frame together with the pupils.

The pupils play the game in pairs. Pupil 1 chooses one picture 
from the board. Pupil 2 tries to guess which picture pupil 1 has 
chosen with the help of the speaking frame. Pupil 1 can only 
answer using yes or no.

Five Senses board game

What you need: Five Senses game board (attachment 16.4), 
Writing Frame 1 (attachment 16.5)

The pupils play the game in pairs. They tell each other what 
the body part they land on is used for, (e.g. I can taste with my 
tongue). Then they write the sentence in their notebook with the 
help of the writing frame.

*What can you see? What does it look like?

What you need: Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 16.6), Using my 
senses flashcards (attachment 16.7), 

Before the activity starts the teacher goes through the 
adjectives in the speaking frame. Then the teacher puts the 
flashcards on display on the board.

The pupils do the exercise in pairs.

First pupil 1 asks “What can you see/hear/taste/touch/smell?” 
Pupil 2 answers with the help of the speaking frame and pupil 1 
goes and gets the right picture from the board.

Then pupil 1 asks pupil 2 “What does it feel/look/taste/sound/
smell like?” Pupil 1 answers with the help of the speaking frame. 

Then the pupils switch roles.
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17. THIS IS ME

Growing up
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 name five stages of growing up
• *talk about the time you were a baby

Where were you born?
Where did you live?
What did you like?
What was your favourite toy?

• compare my body today with when I was a 
baby.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 match words and pictures about stages of 

growing up.
• *draw illustrations (e.g. a comic)  comparing 

yourself as a baby to you today
• ask and answer questions about you as a 

baby/toddler.

Key words
a baby, a toddler, a child, a teenager, an adult, elderly 
person, body parts

Key phrases
•	 This is a baby/a toddler/an adult…

• *I was born in Kuusamo.
I lived in Kuusamo.
I liked plums.
My favourite  toy was a toy cat.

Speaking frame:

When I was a baby my arms 
my eyes 
my ears 
my hair 
my nose 
my feet 
my fingers 
my legs 
my toes

was
were

blond. 
brown.
black.
very short.
very small.
short.
long.
pink.
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17. This is me – Growing up

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Growing up flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Growing up flashcards
•	 Worksheet 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 telling
•	 naming
•	 writing
•	 discussing
•	 applying
•	 examining
•	 finding
•	 describing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 17.1: Growing up flashcards
• *Attachment 17.2: Worksheet 1

Activities

Matching words and pictures about stages of growing up

What you need: Growing up flashcards (attachment 17.1)

The pupils work in pairs. They arrange the stages of growth 
in the right order. The group then goes through the stages 
together.

The growing game: 

What you need: music on in the background, Growing up 
flashcards (attachment 17.1)

Before beginning, the group thinks of ways that babies, 
children, adults and old people could move in the game (e.g. 
babies crawl, adults walk quickly) so that they can recognise 
each other.

The teacher goes through the stages of growth. At the 
beginning of the game all the pupils are babies. The babies 
crawl on the floor while music is playing. When the music stops, 
they get into pairs. The pair plays “Rock, paper, scissors”. The 
winner changes into a child and the loser stays as a baby. The 
next time the music stops, each baby competes with another 
baby and each child has to find another child. When a child 
wins “Rock, paper, scissors” he/she changes into an adult and 
when an adult wins, they change into a grandparent. When a 
grandparent wins, they win the game.

*When I was a baby

What you need: Worksheet 1 (attachment 17.2)

The teacher goes through the questions on the worksheet. The 
pupils interview their parents about their time as babies when 
they get home, and they write the answers on the worksheet. 
The pupils bring a picture of themselves as a baby to school. 

At school the pupils present their work.
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18. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Healthy and unhealthy foods
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 name things you need when having lunch
•	 classify healthy and unhealthy foods and 

practices 
• *talk about your favourite food
• group 

• vegetables
• berries
• fruits

• compare berries and other fruit with other 
objects.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 answer the question: Is this healthy?
•	 match and connect healthy/unhealthy  foods 

and practices with pictures
• *identify the written form of foods
• write the names of some fruit, vegetables and 

berries
• compare things.

Key words
napkin, spoon, knife, fork, glass, milk, water, bread, butter, 
potato, rice, soup, fruit, vegetables, breakfast, lunch, dinner, 
*tomato, cucumber, lettuce, onion, potato, cabbage, carrot, 
banana, apple, pear, grape, pepper, salt, basil, dill, parsley, 
strawberry, blueberry, lingonberry, cranberry, cloudberry, 
raspberry, root, herb, berry

Key phrases
• *Is this healthy/unhealthy?

Yes, it is. / No, it’s not.

• This is healthy. / This is not healthy. 
This is unhealthy. (e.g. crisps, junk food, candy bars, 
sodas)

• Too much, too many, too big, bigger than, smaller than

ME AS A SCIENTIST
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18. Me as a scientist – Healthy and unhealthy foods

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Food flashcards
•	 Brain Droplets scaffolding template

Output scaffolding
•	 Food flashcards
•	 Brain Droplets scaffolding template
•	 Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 classifying
•	 naming
•	 finding
•	 writing
•	 listing
•	 creating
•	 comparing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards
•	 Attachment 8.1: Brain Droplets 

scaffolding template
• *Attachment 18.2: Is this healthy? 

worksheet
• *Attachment 18.3: Writing Frame 1

Activities

School lunch

What you need: Food flashcards (attachment 18.1), Brain 
Droplets scaffolding template (attachment 8.1)

The teacher puts flashcards on display around the classroom. 
Some are connected to school lunch and some are not. Each 
pupil gets a Brain Droplets scaffolding template and writes all 
the words that are connected to lunch on the droplets. 

The teacher goes through the right words with the pupils. The 
pupils draw their own lunch tray with food and name them in 
English.

Sorting healthy and unhealthy foods

What you need: Food flashcards (attachment 18.1)

The pupils work in two teams. One team is Team Healthy Food 
and the other is Team Unhealthy Food. The teams stand on 
opposite sides of the gym. The flashcards are spread around 
the centre of the floor face down.

One member of each team runs to the cards and flips one over. 
The pupil shouts out the name of the food on the card and the 
rest of the team show whether the food belongs to their team 
by putting their thumbs up/down. If the card belongs to the 
team, the pupil brings the card back to the group. If the card 
doesn’t belong to the team, the pupil flips it back over and 
returns to their team. When the pupils return to their team, it's 
another pupil’s turn to run to the cards. 

*Is this healthy?

What you need: Food flashcards (attachment 18.1), *Is this 
healthy? worksheet (attachment 18.2), *Writing Frame 1 
(attachment 18.3)

The teacher puts the flashcards on display. The pupils get a 
worksheet with pictures of different kinds of food. First the 
pupils write the names of the food on the handout. Then they 
circle the healthy food and cross out the unhealthy food.

The pupils write sentences in their notebooks about the 
pictures with the help of the writing frame.
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19. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Motion
Content outcomes 

You can:
•	 name different ways you can move
•	 follow instructions
•	 line up 
•	 follow directions
•	 speak about school rules
• *explain what you can do during breaks. 

Language outcomes 

You can: 
•	 match break time activities to pictures 
•	 match movements to pictures
•	 give and follow oral instructions 
• *read and follow written instructions 
• describe what not to do and why.  

Key words
movement, line up, jump, run, walk, stop, sneak, tiptoe, 
crawl, skip, *instructions, break, balance, catch, climb, play, 
pass, kick, roll, hop, throw

Key phrases
•	 Line up!/Line up in pairs! 

•	 What did you do during break? 
Did you climb in the jungle gym?
Did you run in the field?
Did you kick the ball?
Did you play tag/football/basketball? 

Speaking frame:

You shouldn’t hit 
kick 
laugh at 
someone
push 
run inside 
swear

because you can hurt 
people’s 
feelings. 
you can cause 
an injury. 
you can fall. 
it’s rude.
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19. Me as a scientist – Motion

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Motion flashcards
•	 School Rules flashcards
•	 Recess Activities flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 2
•	 Worksheet 1
•	 Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 telling
•	 naming
•	 showing
•	 choosing
•	 classifying
•	 examining
•	 comparing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards
•	 Attachment 19.2: Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 19.3: School Rules 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 19.4: Speaking Frame 2
• *Attachment 19.5: Break time Activities 

flashcards 
• *Attachment 19.6: Worksheet 1
• *Attachment 19.7: Writing Frame 1

Activities

Mime a movement

What you need: Motion flashcards (attachment 19.1), a notebook, 
Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 19.2)

The teacher asks the pupils what kinds of movements the pupils 
know. The teacher put the motion flashcards on display. 
A pupil stands in front of the class and mimes one of the 
movements. The rest of the group tries to guess which 
movement the pupil is miming with the help of the speaking 
frame. The one who guesses correctly is the next one to take 
turns miming a movement. 

After this activity the pupils make a picture dictionary and write 
the motion words in their notebooks.

The pupil guessing: Are you jumping/running? 
The pupil miming: Yes, I am/No, I’m not.

School rules

What you need: School Rules flashcards (attachment 19.3), 
Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 19.4)

The teacher introduces the pupils to flashcards of different 
things that can happen at school. The pupils get their own set 
of flashcards, which they need to classify into things that you 
should and shouldn’t do.

Then the teacher goes through the answers together with the 
pupils in the following way.

Teacher: Should you help a friend/push a classmate?
Pupil: Yes, you should/No, you shouldn’t.

Then the pupils can ask each other the same questions.

*Classroom research: What do you like doing at break time?

What you need: Break time Activities flashcards (attachment 19.5), 
Worksheet 1 (attachment 19.6), Writing Frame 1 (attachment 19.7)

The break time activities flashcards are put on display. The 
pupils circle around in the classroom asking each other what 
they like to do during break time using a speaking frame. At the 
same time they write down the answers.

After the activity the pupils compare the popularity of different 
break time activities and write about them with the help of the 
writing frame.

E.g. Skipping is more popular than playing tag.
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20. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Mathematics – Time
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 count the number of minutes in an hour 

(count to 60) 
• *estimate and measure how long certain 

activities and movements take time. 

Language outcomes 

You can:
•	 match words and pictures about time 
•	 place the picture cards in the order you hear 

them
•	 listen and read using pictures/picture cards
• *talk and answer questions about your 

schedule
• keep a diary of daily activities – the time they 

started and finished.

Key words 
time, minute, hour, o’clock, half past, *quarter to/past

Key phrases
•	 What time is it? 

It’s ten o’clock. 
It’s half past eleven. 
*It’s quarter to/past one.

*Speaking frame:

I ate breakfast/lunch/dinner
played
slept
walked to school
walked home 
watched TV

at 7:00
at 11:00
at 15:30
at 21:00

It took me ___ minutes/hours.
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20. Me as a scientist – Time

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Time flashcards
•	 Timetable Story

Output scaffolding
•	 Time flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 2

LOTS & HOTS
•	 describing
•	 telling
•	 finding
•	 relating
•	 discussing
•	 writing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 20.1:

Time flashcards 
•	 Attachment 20.2: Speaking Frame 1
•	 Attachment 20.3: Timetable Story
• *Attachment 20.4: Speaking Frame 2

Activities

What time is it?

What you need: Time flashcards (attachment 20.1), Speaking 
Frame 1 (attachment 20.2)

Each pupil has their own set of flashcards. The teacher says 
different times out loud and the pupils show the card with the 
right time.

The pupils work in pairs. They ask and answer “What time is it?” 
in turns with the help of the writing frame.

Pupil 1: What time is it?
Pupil 2: It’s seven o’clock.

Pupil 1 points to the right flashcard.

Timetable story

What you need: Timetable Story (attachment 20.3), Time 
flashcards (attachment 20.1)

Each pupil has their own set of flashcards. The teacher reads 
the timetable story. When the pupils hear an expression of time 
in the story, they choose the right flashcard and raise it up.

*Tell about your timetable

What you need: pupils’ own timetables, Speaking Frame 2 
(attachment 20.4)

The pupils work in pairs. They talk about their own timetable 
and answer questions about their schedule with the help of the 
speaking frame.

Pupil 1: When do we have lunch?
Pupil 2: At eleven o’clock.
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21. ME AS AN ARTIST 

Moving/playing to the rhythm
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 create rhythms with your body
•	 create a dance
•	 repeat a rhythm.

Language outcomes

You can:  
•	 follow instructions 
•	 give instructions
• *teach a dance to your school mates.

Key words
movement, dance, play, body rhythms 

Key phrases
•	 Move.  

Stomp your feet.  
Clap your hands.  
Wave your hands.  
Turn around.  
Jump up, go down. 

• *Everybody turn around and clap your hands! Jump up! 

ME AS AN ARTIST
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21. Me as an artist – Moving/playing to the rhythm

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Motion flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Speaking Frame 2

LOTS & HOTS
•	 planning
•	 composing
•	 designing
•	 illustrating
•	 creating
•	 choosing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards
•	 Attachment 21.1: 

Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 21.2: 

Speaking Frame 2

Activities

Let’s move together!

What you need: Motion flashcards (attachment 19.1), Speaking 
Frame 1 (attachment 21.1)

The teacher puts the flashcards and the speaking frame on 
display. The teacher puts on some music. The pupils start 
walking around the room. The teacher calls out a dance 
movement that the pupils do.

The teacher puts the speaking frame and the flashcards on 
display. Then it’s the pupils’ turn to call out the movements. 
Others repeat and do the movement.

Pupil 1: Let’s jump!!
Others: Yes, let’s jump together!

Screenshot of a game

What you need: Motion flashcards (attachment 19.1)

The pupils draw a screenshot of a video game. They design 
different kinds of obstacles and, using the motion flashcards, 
they write down how to get past these obstacles. 

*Teach a dance!

What you need: Music, *Speaking Frame 2 (attachment 21.2)

The pupils gather in small groups and create their own dance 
by using the movements that the teacher has taught them in 
the target language. Each group designs their own dance and 
teaches it to the other groups with the help of the speaking 
frame.
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Checklist for good  
pedagogical practices 

Grade 1 Grade 2
The learning environment is safe and friendly. □ □

The learning environment is rich and supports learning. □ □

I foster learner autonomy 
• by giving learners choices to make □ □

• by teaching learning skills □ □

• by negotiating on decisions about the learning process with learners. □ □

I give learners opportunities for  cooperative learning. □ □

I plan my lessons in order to ensure learners speak, write and read more than I do. □ □

I plan my teaching with colleagues. □ □

The intended  learning outcomes for language are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

The oral and/or written language input is extensive. □ □

I am scaffolding language input and output (e.g. shortening sentences, repeating nouns 
instead of using pronouns, underlining key phrases, providing speaking and writing frames, 
organising vocabulary in categories etc.)

□ □

The academic language is visible to learners. □ □

Intended learning outcomes for content are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

I am scaffolding content (e.g. by using graphic organisers and subheadings, highlighting 
the key facts, breaking material into chunks, reducing the number of tasks at one time etc.)

□ □

The content is  academically challenging. □ □

I reflect on learning with my learners. □ □

I reflect on my teaching. □ □

Notes My moment of success  
during the last period

My goals for next period



Late spring
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Late spring

22. THIS IS ME

Recycling
Content outcomes

You can: 
•	 place different materials and hazardous 

waste in the correct containers
•	 advise other people how to recycle
• *measure/research how much paper you/

your class used this week.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 recognise and name the written tags on 

recycle bins
•	 find information by skimming a text about 

recycling 
•	 present your research results.
•	 speak loudly enough to be heard by everyone
•	 look at the class when you speak.

Key words
cardboard, paper, mixed waste, plastic, glass, metal,  
bio waste, hazardous waste

Key phrases
•	 Where does this go?

It goes in the carton waste / in the biowaste / in the blue 
box / in the green box.  

THIS IS ME
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22. This is me – Recycling

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Recycling flashcards
•	 Recycling labels

Output scaffolding
•	 Research worksheet

LOTS & HOTS
•	 finding
•	 classifying
•	 writing
•	 comparing
•	 discussing
•	 examining
•	 investigating
•	 completing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 22.1: Recycling flashcards
•	 Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels
•	 Attachment 22.3: Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 22.4: Research worksheet
• *Attachment 22.5: Speaking/Writing 

Frame 1

Activities

Recycling tag

What you need: Recycling flashcards (attachment 22.1), 
Recycling labels (attachment 22.2), plastic cones

Each pupil gets a picture of some kind of rubbish (e.g. paper 
towel, a banana peel). In each corner of the gym there is a 
“recycling bin” for one kind of waste (e.g. cardboard, paper, 
plastic, bio). The corner areas are also safe zones and should be 
marked with plastic cones.

One of the pupils is “it”. Their area is a circle (or another area 
marked with plastic cones) in the middle of the gym.

The pupils try to find the right “recycling bin” and go there before 
the game starts.

When everyone is in their “recycling bin”, the person who is 
it shouts the name of one or several kinds of waste. All those 
pupils who belong to that kind of waste have to run around the 
person who is it’s area and then go back to their safe zone. 
Pupils who are caught are then it as well.

When everyone has been caught, the teacher gives a new 
flashcard for everyone and chooses a new person to be it.

Recycling memory game

What you need: Recycling flashcards (attachment 22.1), Recycling 
labels (attachment 22.2), Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 22.3)

The recycling flashcards and the labels are placed upside down on 
the table. The pupils play in pairs and try to match the correct label 
with the correct rubbish. The label cards should not be removed 
after a pupil finds a pair, but the rubbish flashcard (recycling 
flashcard) should. The pupils change turns after one try. 

The pupil whose turn it is flips a card and says what it is and 
where it should be recycled using the speaking frame.

*Recycling research

What you need: *Research worksheet (attachment 22.4), a 
notebook, a pencil, *Speaking/Writing Frame 1 (attachment 22.5)

The pupils do research at home, attempting to find out what 
kinds of waste are used in their house during a certain period. 
They use the research worksheet to collect data and write about 
the results with the help of the speaking/writing frame.

Finally, the results of the research are presented with the help of 
the speaking/writing frame.
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23. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Plants
Content outcomes

You can:
•	 name the key parts of a plant
•	 classify and label plants 
•	 name the needs of a plant
•	 identify

•	 living objects
•	 non-living objects

•	 group living and non-living objects
•	 research which trees grow near to your 

home/school yard
• *name and describe three plants and three 

trees
• justify why a thing is a living or non-living 

thing.

Language outcomes

You can:
•	 match words and pictures about parts of a 

plant and trees 
•	 copy names of trees, e.g. pine, spruce and 

birch
•	 describe the results of your research on 

trees
• *ask and answer written questions about 

plants
• take part actively in pair work.

Key words
flower, tree, stem, leaf, roots, light, water, oxygen, soil, 
living, non-living, *pine, birch, spruce, rowan tree, willow

Key phrases
•	 What does the plant need?

It needs light/water/oxygen/soil.
•	 Is a tree living or non-living part of nature?  

*What is the difference between a tree and a rock?

ME AS A SCIENTIST
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23. Me as a scientist – Plants

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Parts of a Plant flashcards
•	 Living and Non-living Things flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Living vs. Non-living board game
•	 Speaking/Writing Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 explaining
•	 describing
•	 writing
•	 telling
•	 classifying
•	 naming

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 23.1: Parts of a Plant 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 23.2: Parts of a Plant 

worksheet
•	 Attachment 23.3: 

Living and Non-living Things flashcards 
•	 Attachment 23.4: Living vs Non-living 

board game
•	 Attachment 23.5: Speaking/ 

Writing Frame 1

Activities
Parts of a plant song

What you need: Parts of a Plant flashcards (attachment 23.1)

The teacher introduces pupils to the parts of plants using the 
flashcards. 
After this the pupils are taught a song.
(Melody of Heads, shoulders, knees and toes.)

Flower (spread you fingers and put your hands on both sides of you 
head)
Stem (put your hands on your waist)
and leaves (spread your fingers and put your hands on both sides of 
your waist)
and roots (put your hands on your feet).
Leaves and roots.

Growing a plant

What you need: Parts of a Plant flashcards (attachment 23.1),  
Parts of a Plant worksheet (attachment 23.2), yogurt cups or similar 
growing platforms

In the spring the pupils plant some seeds (for example beans, chilli or 
marigold are quite easy to grow). During the next few weeks there will 
be changes; you follow the growth with the Parts of a Plant flashcard. 
Using that you can identify different parts of the growing plants.

When the plant has grown enough so you can seen most of the plant 
parts mentioned in the flashcard, the pupils get to complete the 
worksheet.

Living vs non-living board game

What you need: Living and Non-living Things flashcards (attachment 
23.3), living vs Non-living board game (attachment 23.4), 2 game 
pieces, a dice, Speaking/Writing Frame 1 (attachment 23.5)

The board game consists of a route that the pupils follow by throwing 
a dice on their turn. The game consists of different pictures. These 
are pictures of either living or non-living objects. 

Throw a dice and move forwards according to the number rolled. Then 
name the picture and say if it is a living or a non-living thing. 

*In addition, justify why you think so with the help of the speaking/
writing frame.

Pupil 1: This is a stone. It is a non-living thing.
Pupil 2: The stone is a non-living thing because it doesn’t move.

The game can also be played alone and instead of speaking the 
pupils can write the sentences in their notebooks with the help of the 
speaking/writing frame.
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24. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Mathematics – Shapes and solids
Content outcomes  

You can: 
•	 name and draw shapes
•	 recognise the features of shapes
•	 find shapes and solids around you
•	 classify shapes and solids

• *name solids
• recognise the features of solids
• compare the qualities of shapes and 

solids.

Language outcomes 

You can: 
•	 describe the qualities of shapes and solids
•	 match words and pictures of shapes and 

solids
• *compare the qualities of shapes and solids
• contrast the qualities of shapes and solids
• compare things.

Key words
square, triangle, rectangle, circle, *cube, cone, sphere, 
pyramid 

Key phrases
• *How many angles/sides does it have? 

• Why is it a triangle? 
Because it has three angles and three sides. 

• More than, less than, bigger than, smaller than.
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24. Me as a scientist – Mathematics – Shapes and solids

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Shapes flashcards
•	 Everyday Solids flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Shapes flashcards
•	 Guess the Shape board game
•	 Speaking Frame 1
•	 Everyday Solids worksheet

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 describing
•	 relating
•	 finding
•	 telling
•	 comparing
•	 classifying
•	 examining
•	 identifying

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 24.1: Shapes flashcards
•	 Attachment 24.2: Everyday Solids 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 24.3: Guess the Shape 

board game
•	 Attachment 24.4: Speaking Frame 1
• *Attachment 24.5: Everyday Solids 

handout

Activities

Finding shapes

What you need: paper, a pencil, Shapes flashcards (attachment 
24.1)

The teacher asks the pupils to draw all the shapes they know in 
their notebooks. Then the teacher puts the flashcards on display 
and describes the shapes to the pupils. The pupils name all the 
shapes they can in their notebook. 

After this the pupils are asked to look around the classroom for 
one minute and find all kinds of different shapes that they can see 
around them and do a tally of all the shapes in their notebook.

Guess the shape

What you need: Guess the Shape board game (attachment 24.3), 
Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 24.4)

The pupils play the game in pairs.

Pupil 1 chooses one shape from the board. Pupil 2 tries to guess 
which shape/solid pupil 1 has chosen. Pupil 2 asks questions about 
the qualities of the shape with the help of the speaking frame. Pupil 
1 only answers with a yes or no.

Pupil 1: Does your shape have three angles?
Pupil 2: No.

Pupil 1 puts a chip on the pictures of shapes that have three angles.

*Classifying solids

What you need: scissors, glue, Everyday Solids flashcards 
(attachment 24.2), *Everyday Solids handout (attachment 24.5)

The teacher introduces different solids to the pupils. 

Each pupil gets the Everyday Solids handout. The teacher asks 
them to draw a table in their notebooks and then classify the 
pictures into four different groups (cubes, spheres, cones and 
pyramids). The pupils cut and glue the pictures in the correct 
columns.

  Spheres                   Cubes                    Cones                    Pyramids

   

Teacher: Put the solids into different groups. For example, this is a 
ball. Which solid is it? 
Pupil: It is a sphere.
Teacher: That’s correct! Now cut and glue the ball in the sphere 
column.
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25. ME AS A SCIENTIST

Programming
Content outcomes 

You can: 
•	 create a sequence of commands
•	 follow a sequence of commands
•	 identify a sequence of commands.

Language outcomes 

You can:
•	 place the picture cards in the order you hear 

them 
•	 follow instructions
• *give short directional instructions
• explain what you did to make the robot/

friend/teacher move.

Key words
go, turn, forward, backwards, right, left, stop, *first, second, 
next

Key phrases
•	 Go backwards.

Move 2 steps forward.
Turn left / right.
Stop!

• *First, I made it turn right/stop.
Second, I made it turn left.
Next…
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25. Me as a scientist – Programming

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Directional Instructions flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Directional Instructions flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 telling
•	 showing
•	 explaining
•	 completing
•	 using
•	 creating
•	 planning

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 25.1: Directional 

Instructions flashcards
• *Attachment 25.2: Speaking Frame 1

Activities

Learning the basic commands

What you need: Directional Instructions flashcards (attachment 
25.1)

The teacher puts the flashcards on display and teaches the 
basic commands. Pupils repeat the commands and do them 
together with the teacher. All the commands are repeated 2–3 
times. After this the teacher stops showing the commands and 
pupils show them just by hearing the command. Pupils can also 
switch places with the teacher.

*I’m a robot/The teacher is a robot

What you need: Directional Instructions flashcards (attachment 
25.1)

The teacher puts the flashcards on display.

The pupils give short directional instructions or commands to 
each other (working in pairs) in the classroom, in the gym or in 
the school yard. Pupil 1 gives the commands and pupil 2 acts 
like a robot that has been given the commands. They can also 
give short commands to the teacher, who acts as a robot. This 
can be repeated 2–3 times.

*Listen and draw a sequence of commands

What you need: graph paper, a pencil, *Directional Instructions 
flashcards (attachment 25.1), *Speaking Frame 1 (attachment 
25.2)

The pupils have their own sets of flashcards. The teacher calls 
out the order of the cards and pupils place them in the order 
they hear them.

Teacher: First, turn right. Second, go two steps forwards and 
then stop.

After this the pupils draw a line that follows the sequence of 
commands on graph paper.

This is done a couple of times, after which the pupils start doing 
the same exercise in pairs with the help of the speaking frame.
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26. ME AS AN ARTIST

Musical instruments
Content outcomes 

You can: 
•	 name the instruments that are used during 

music lessons 
•	 recognise the sounds different instruments 

make 
•	 follow directions on music lessons
•	 follow music lesson rules.

Language outcomes

You can:  
•	 follow music lesson instructions 
•	 match pictures of and words for instruments  
•	 connect the sound of an instrument to a 

picture and/or a word
• *tell what feelings sounds/music makes you 

feel.

Key words
guitar, piano, drum, ukulele, claves, triangle, xylophone, 
maracas, rainmaker, sing, listen, be quiet, be loud, clap, 
knock, pat, play 

Key phrases
•	 Can you identify this instrument? What instrument is this? 
•	 It's a guitar/a piano/a drum

•	 Everybody stand up and sing! 
• *This sound/music makes me feel happy/sad/calm/

excited.

ME AS AN ARTIST
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26. Me as an artist – Musical instruments

Teaching materials

Scaffolding

Input scaffolding
•	 Musical Instrument flashcards
•	 Names of Musical Instruments
•	 Music Lesson Instructions flashcards

Output scaffolding
•	 Musical Instruments worksheet
•	 Names of Musical instruments
•	 Musical Instruments flashcards
•	 Music Lesson Instructions flashcards
•	 Speaking Frame 1

LOTS & HOTS
•	 naming
•	 finding
•	 describing
•	 creating
•	 showing

Attachments:
•	 Attachment 26.1: Musical Instruments 

worksheet
•	 Attachment 26.2: Musical Instruments 

flashcards
•	 Attachment 26.3: Names of Musical 

Instruments
•	 Attachment 26.4: Music Lesson 

Instructions flashcards
• *Attachment 26.5: Speaking Frame 1

Activities

Can you guess which musical instrument it is?

What you need: Musical Instruments worksheet (attachment 
26.1), Names of musical instruments (attachment 26.3)

Pupils get a sheet of paper with pictures of different 
instruments. The names of the instruments are written on 
display, (e.g. on pieces of paper spread around the classroom). 
Pupils find and write down the correct English word for each 
picture. 

Which musical instrument is playing?

What you need: samples of different musical instrument 
sounds, Musical Instrument flashcards (attachment 26.2)

The teacher plays samples of different musical instrument 
sounds and the pupils try to recognise the instruments. Each 
pupil has their own set of flashcards; they need to pick the right 
musical instrument and show it to the teacher. 

Do as the music teacher says!

What you need: Music Lesson Instructions flashcards 
(attachment 26.4)

The teacher goes through the basic instructions used during 
music lessons and puts flashcards on display. Then the pupils 
start walking around the classroom. When the teacher gives an 
instruction, the pupils mime what the teacher has asked them 
to do.

This activity can also be done in a “Simon says” style.

*How does this music make you feel?

What you need: samples of different kinds of music, *Speaking 
Frame 1 (attachment 26.5)

The teacher plays samples of different kinds of music. After 
each sample the pupils ask the pupils how the music made 
them feel with the help of the speaking frame.
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Checklist for good  
pedagogical practices 

Grade 1 Grade 2
The learning environment is safe and friendly. □ □

The learning environment is rich and supports learning. □ □

I foster learner autonomy 
• by giving learners choices to make □ □

• by teaching learning skills □ □

• by negotiating on decisions about the learning process with learners. □ □

I give learners opportunities for  cooperative learning. □ □

I plan my lessons in order to ensure learners speak, write and read more than I do. □ □

I plan my teaching with colleagues. □ □

The intended  learning outcomes for language are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

The oral and/or written language input is extensive. □ □

I am scaffolding language input and output (e.g. shortening sentences, repeating nouns 
instead of using pronouns, underlining key phrases, providing speaking and writing frames, 
organising vocabulary in categories etc.)

□ □

The academic language is visible to learners. □ □

Intended learning outcomes for content are explicit and visible to my learners. □ □

I am scaffolding content (e.g. by using graphic organisers and subheadings, highlighting 
the key facts, breaking material into chunks, reducing the number of tasks at one time etc.)

□ □

The content is  academically challenging. □ □

I reflect on learning with my learners. □ □

I reflect on my teaching. □ □

Notes My moment of success  
during the last period

My goals for next period
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turn left turn right


stop go __ steps forward


go __ steps backwards


on


 go on the ____
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25. ME AS A SCIENTIST – PROGRAMMING  


Attachment 25.1: Directional instructions flashcards       
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Attachment 25.1: Directional instructions flashcards   


 


under


 go under the _____
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under


 go under the _____
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Attachment 25.2: Speaking frame 1    


First


Second


Then


Next


Finally


turn left / turn right.


move two steps forward.


move five steps backwards.


stop.
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
plus


-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
minus


=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
equals


13. ME AS A SCIENTIST – ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION    


Attachment 13.1: Addition and subtraction signs   
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12. ME AS A SCIENTIST – ANIMALS   


Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a donkey a turkey


a lizard a hippopotamus


a hyena an ant
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


 


a rat a swan


a bat a parrot


a badger an otter
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


 


a sea turtle a shark


an octopus a crab


a budgie a penguin
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


 


an arctic fox a seal
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a cow a pig


a dog a cat
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a horse a sheep


a goat a chicken


a duck a goose


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a monkey a frog


a gorilla a rabbit


a lion a panda
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a fox a hedgehog


an owl


a mouse a hamster


a snake


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a rhinoceros a cheetah


a tiger


an elephant a giraffe


a butterfly
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a bear an arctic hare


a reindeer


a tortoise a fish


an elk
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Attachment 12.1: Animal flashcards     


a guinea pig a polar bear


a wolf


a dolphin a whale


a bird


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 12.2: Placemat scaffolding template      
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Attachment 12.3: Writing frame 1   


My monster has 


My monster is


one 
two 
three 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
pink 
yellow 
green 
brown 
black 
purple 
big 
small 
long 
short 


orange 
blue 
thick 
curly 
striped
long
short
 
bigger than 
smaller than 
furrier than 
cuter than 
more dangerous than 
hungrier than 
faster than


eye(s). 
ear(s). 
leg(s). 
nose(s). 
paw(s). 
 
feathers. 
tail(s). 
horn(s). 
scales. 
antler(s). 
wing(s). 
claws. 
beak(s). 
tusk(s). 


fur. 
 


an elephant. 
a mouse. 
a tiger. 
a lion. 
a monkey. 
a cheetah. 
a fish.
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Attachment 12.4: Describing animals word mats       


thick curly


striped long


short fast


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 12.4: Describing animals word mats       


 


big small


hungry furry


dangerous cute
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Attachment 12.4: Describing animals word mats       


an eye an ear


a leg a nose


a paw feathers
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Attachment 12.4: Describing animals word mats       


 


a tail a horn


antlers a wing


a claws a beak
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8. THIS IS ME - MY FEELINGS  


Attachment 8.1: Brain droplets scaffolding template   
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Attachment 8.2: Feelings flashcards     


happy hurt


surprised


angry bored


unhappy


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 8.2: Feelings flashcards     


irritated jealous


worried


calm confused


frustrated


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 8.2: Feelings flashcards     


embarrased


proud tired


astonished


lonely


upset


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 8.2: Feelings flashcards     


©PII&WAAK


irritated jealous


worried


calm confused


frustrated
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Attachment 8.3: Situation flashcards      
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Attachment 8.3: Situation flashcards      
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Attachment 8.3: Situation flashcards      


 


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 8.4: Speaking / writing frame 1       


When I feel angry.


bored.


happy.


hurt.


surprised.


unhappy.


calm.


confused.


irritated.


jealous.


worried.


frustrated.


embarrased.


worried.


lonely.


proud.


tired.


astonished.


upset.


nervous.


excited.


sad.


scared.


calm.


I hurt myself
I see my friend crying 
I comfort my friend 
my classmate doesn’t share toys 
with me 
I play football with my friends 
I eat lunch with my classmates 
I push someone 
someone pushes me 
I shout at someone 
someone shouts at me 
I jump rope with my friends 
I play with my friend 
someone plays with me 
someone bullies me
I bully someone 
I read with a friend 
someone hurts me 
I hurt someone 
I argue with my friend 
I open the door for a classmate 
someone opens a door for me
I hit someone /  someone hits me 
I win 
I accidently hurt someone 
someone accidently hurts me 
someone helps me 
I help someone
I see someone being bullied
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6. ME AS AN ARTIST – COLOURS     


Attachment 6.1: Colour flashcards    


blue red


yellow purple


orange green
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Attachment 6.1: Colour flashcards    


 


black white


grey brown


pink
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Attachment 6.2: Colour wheel turtle template    
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Attachment 6.3: Colour wheel    


Primary and Secondary Colours


Yellow


Violet


OrangeGreen


Blue Red
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Attachment 6.4: School supplies flashcards     


a pencil an eraser


crayons a pencil case


colour pencils a sharpener
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Attachment 6.4: School supplies flashcards     


 


a ruler a glue stick


scissors markers


a notebook paper
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Attachment 6.5: Speaking frame 1      


Which objects 
are red?


The scissors are 
red. 
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Attachment 6.6: Speaking/writing frame 1      


My favourite colour is  
                                  .
 
It is a primary / secondary colour.
 
You get                                  
when you mix                                   
and                                  together.
 
I like                                 because it 
makes me feel  
happy / energetic / excited / calm 
/ strong.
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18. ME AS A SCIENTIST – HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY FOODS


Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards     


eat drink


fruits vegetables


butter milk
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


cheese an egg


meat bread


a piece of bread pasta
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rice juice


ice cream salad


pizza yoghurt
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


fish sauce


a sausage olive oil


water crispbread
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a carrot a pepper


a turnip a cucumber


lettuce cauliflower
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


an apple a banana


an orange a strawberry


a pear broccoli
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an onion soup


fish fingers spagetti


a potato chicken
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


porridge a hamburger


spinach casserole


lasagne patty
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sour milk radish


zucchini olives


a tortilla a sandwich
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


watermelon oatmilk


a glass a plate


cutlery a knife
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a fork a spoon


a napkin a tray


a scoop peasoop
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


french fries a cake


a piece of cake cookies


a cupcake a soft drink
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donut a milkshake


blueberries rasberries


cloudberries lingonberries
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    


 


redcurrant blackcurrant


lollipop chocolate


candies a swede
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chips
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chips
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Attachment 18.1: Food flashcards    
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Attachment 18.2: Is this healthy? worksheet     


1. Write the names of the food.
2. Circle the healthy foods. 
3. Cross the unhealthy foods. 
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A
An
 -


apple
french fries
cucumber
soft drink
orange
piece of cake
chips
tomato
pear
candy
salad
chocolate
hamburger
ice cream
blueberries
potato


is
are


healthy.
unhealthy.


Attachment 18.3:  Writing frame 1     
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3. ME AS A SCIENTIST – TRAFFIC AND SAFETY    


Attachment 3.1: Scaffolding traffic lights  


I d
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Attachment 3.2: Vehicles flashcards  
  


a lorry a tram


a helicopter a van


a car a bicycle
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a train a bus


an aeroplane a ship


a boat a motorcycle
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Attachment 3.2: Vehicles flashcards  
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Attachment 3.3: Traffic flashcards   


Pedestrian crossing


One-way traffic


Cycleway


Residential area


Footpath


Track for pedestrians and 
cyclists
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Dual track for pedestrians 
and cyclists


No pedestrians


Children


Tramway lane


No cycles


Attachment 3.3: Traffic flashcards   
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Attachment 3.3: Traffic flashcards   


a zebra crossing a cyclist


a pedestrian traffic lights


red light - don't cross green light - cross
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Attachment 3.4: Traffic pictures    
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Attachment 3.4: Traffic pictures    
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Attachment 3.4: Traffic pictures    
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Attachment 3.5: Speaking frame 1    


The child


should wear a helmet.
wait for the green man.
find a pedestrian crossing.
cycle on the cycleway.
put the phone away.


cross the road.
look at the phone.
cycle without a helmet.
cycle on the road.


shouldn’t
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16. THIS IS ME – FIVE SENSES   


Attachment 16.1: Five senses flashcards  
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Attachment 16.1: Five senses flashcards  
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Attachment 16.1: Five senses flashcards  
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Attachment 16.2: Guess What Sense game board  


music a cloud a hamburger a star


the Sun a lollipop a skunk a hot dog


gasoline voice a watermelon flowers


maracas a rainbow a guitar a rose


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 16.3 : Speaking frame 1  


Can you... taste


see


hear


feel


smell


it? Yes, you 
can. 


No, you 
can’t. 
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Attachment 16.4: Five senses game board  


What Makes Sense?


Start>


>


WinTOUC
H


TOUCH


SEE


SEE


SM
EL
L


HEAR


TA
ST
E


TASTE
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Attachment 16.5 : Writing frame 1 


I can taste 
see 
hear 
feel 
smell 


with my tongue.


with my eyes.


with my ears. 


with my hands 


 with my nose 
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Attachment 16.6 : Speaking frame 2  


What can you smell?
 
see?
 
taste?
 
hear?
 
touch?


I can smell


see


taste


hear


touch


a rose
flowers.
rain.
grass.
gas.
smoke.
 
a tree.
a flower.
a car.
a cloud.
the sun.
a rainbow
the sunset
 
chips.
ice cream.
coffee.
porridge.
lemonade.
chocolate.
chili.
 
birds singing.
music.
the wind.
a baby crying.
a bee.
an ambulance.
 
a dog.
a pillow.
a tree.
snow.
water.
tea.
slime.
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Attachment 16.6: Speaking frame 2  


How does it smell?
 
look?
 
taste?
 
sound?
 
feel?


It smells


looks


tastes


sounds


feels


sweet.
fresh.
smoky.
bad.
nice.
burnt.
stinky.
 
light.
dark. 
colourful.
beautiful.
ugly.
green.


good.
bad.
sour.
sweet.
salty.
disgusting.
bitter.


loud.
quiet.
beautiful.
scratching.
buzzing.
annoying.


soft.
smooth.
hard.
rough.
hot.
cold.
slimy.
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Attachment 16.7: Using my senses flashcards   


a rose flowers


rain grass


gas smoke


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 16.7: Using my senses flashcards   


 


a tree a flower


a car a cloud


the sun a rainbow


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 16.7: Using my senses flashcards   


 


the sunset chips


ice cream coffee


porridge lemonade


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 16.7: Using my senses flashcards   


 


chocolate chili


a bird singing music


wind a baby crying


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 16.7: Using my senses flashcards   


 


a bee an ambulance


a dog a pillow


snow water


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 16.7: Using my senses flashcards   


 


tea slime


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


tea slime


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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water.
light.
oxygen.
food.


21. ME AS A SCIENTIST: MATHEMATICS: SHAPES AND SOLIDS 


Attachment 24.1: Shapes flashcards      


circle square


triangle rectangle


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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octagon pentagon


hexagon heptagon


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 24.1: Shapes flashcards     
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Attachment 24.2: Everyday solids flashcards       
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Attachment 24.2: Everyday solids flashcards      
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Attachment 24.2: Everyday solids flashcards      
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Attachment 24.2: Everyday solids flashcards      
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Attachment 24.3:  Guess the shape board game      
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Attachment 24.4: Speaking frame 1    


Does your shape


Is your shape


Is your shape


have


green?
blue?
red?
yellow?
purple?


a square?
a triangle?
a rectangle?
a quadrangle?
a circle?


three


four


angles?
 


sides?
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Attachment 24.5: Everyday solids handout        


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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26. ME AS AN ARTIST - MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS  


Attachment 26.1: Musical instruments worksheet        


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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drums a piano


a tambourine a xylophone


a grand piano an acoustic guitar


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.2: Musical instruments flashcards     
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a triangle maracas


a saxophone castanets


cymbals an oboe


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.2: Musical instruments flashcards     
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a recorder a violin


an electric guitar a trombone


a trumpet a clarinet


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.2: Musical instruments flashcards     
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a flute a wood block


a glockenspiel hand bells


bongo drums a bassoon


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.2: Musical instruments flashcards     
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claves a contrabass


a cello a guiro


a harmonica jingle bells


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.2: Musical instruments flashcards     
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keybords a horn


a tuba a ukulele


an electric bass guitar a djembe drum


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.2: Musical instruments flashcards     
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Attachment 26.3: Names of musical instruments      


drums a xylophone


a piano


a tambourine


a grand piano


an acoustic 
guitar
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Attachment 26.3: Names of musical instruments      


an oboe 


a triangle


maracas


a saxophone


castanets


cymbals
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Attachment 26.3: Names of musical instruments      


a trumpet


a recorder


a violin


an electric 
guitar


a clarinet 


a trombone
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Attachment 26.3: Names of musical instruments      


a bassoon 


bongo drums


a flute


a wood block


a glockenspiel


hand bells
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Attachment 26.3: Names of musical instruments      


jingle bells


a harmonica 


claves


a contrabass


a cello


a guiro
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Attachment 26.3: Names of musical instruments      


an electric 
bass guitar 


a djembe drum 


keybords


a horn


a tuba


a ukulele
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listen stop


play wait


start dance


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.4: Music lessons instructions flashcards      
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move look


close your eyes help


give


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 26.4: Music lessons instructions flashcards      
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Attachment 26.5: Speaking frame 1 


This music


This piece of music


This song


The melody


The rhythm


makes me feel happy.
sad.
excited.
scared. 
nervous. 
tired.
curious.
angry.
surprised.
confused.
calm.
relaxed.
bored.
irritated.
astonished.
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4. ME AS A SCIENTIST - SEASONS, TEMPERATURE, WEATHER AND CLOTHING    


Attachment 4.1: Weather story cards   


the sun the sky


the weather a cloud


wind rain


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net







 


storm a rainbow


lightning


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.1: Weather story cards   
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                    


Attachment 4.2: Weather story    


I woke up in the morning and looked outside. The weather looked sunny 
and warm and there were no clouds in the sky. I decided to go for a walk.


When I stepped out of the house I noticed that although the sun was 
shining brightly, it was cold outside. I realized that I have to go back inside 
and put on a jumper.


After putting on some warmer clothes I started walking towards the 
nearby forest. Suddenly I noticed a drop of water falling on my nose. I 
looked up and realized that the weather was getting stormy. The clouds 
were getting darker and darker and the trees started moving because  
the wind was getting stronger.


Very quickly it started to rain. I didn’t have my raincoat on nor my 
umbrella with me so I ran under the nearest tree. But then I realized that 
if lightning strikes I might be in danger under the tree. I decided to run 
back home. 


I was soaking wet when I opened the door and stepped inside. Suddenly 
I felt really tired. I decided to take a nap. I think I slept for an hour or so. 
When I woke up and looked outside the weather had changed completely. 
The sun was shining again and I could see a beautiful rainbow behind the 
nearby forest. It is amazing how the weather can change just in one day!
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Attachment 4.3: Writing frame 1     


It is in the summer.


in the autumn.


in the winter.


in the spring.


sunny
cloudy
foggy
stormy
cold
warm
hot
windy
rainy
snowy
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Attachment 4.4: Clothing flashcards     


a t-shirt a jumper


shorts a skirt


a raincoat a beanie


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.4: Clothing flashcards     


 


a cap a jacket


gloves a scarf


a coat socks


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.4: Clothing flashcards     


 


trousers jeans


a shirt a dress


sandals shoes


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.4: Clothing flashcards     


 


rain boots a hoodie


swimming trunks a swimsuit


mittens a hijab


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.5: Speaking frame 1     


When it is I should wear a t-shirt.
a cap.
a jumper. 
shorts.
a skirt.
a raincoat.
a jacket.
a woolly hat.
gloves.
a scarf.
a coat.
socks.
trousers
jeans.
a shirt.
a dress.
flip-flops.
shoes.
a hoodie.
rain boots.
swimming 
trunks.
a swimsuit.
mittens.


sunny
cloudy
foggy
stormy
cold
warm
hot
windy
rainy
snowy
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Attachment 4.6: Activity flashcards      


I can plant things. I can go to the beach.


I can pick mushrooms. I can go skating.


I can walk in the rain. I can go camping.


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.6: Activity flashcards      


 


I can build a snowman. I can go swimming.


I can fly a kite. I can go sledding.


I can ride a bike. I can rake leaves.


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net







 


I can go skiing. I can eat ice cream.


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 4.6: Activity flashcards      
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14. ME AS AN ARTIST – PLANNING, WORKING SAFELY AND CREATING SOMETHING    


Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


a marker a pencil


a crayon paint


oil pastels soft pastels


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


scissors clay


a hammer a nail


a screw a tape measure


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


a sewing needle a sewing machine


pincers a saw


a screwdriver a spanner


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


a drill a hatchet


pliers a rasp


sandpaper a clamp


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


a vice safety glasses


a bolt a nut


a ruler wood


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


wood board a safety pin


a straight pin a seam ripper


sewing thread wool thread


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


cotton thread an iron


a tailor's chalk a crochet hook


a level a square


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


a pin cushion a button


iron wire silk paper


tape felt


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.1: Arts & crafts equipment flashcards    


 


a bobbin a felting needle


a machine needle a measuring gauge


needle felting wool


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net







 


scissors clay


a hammer a nail


a screw a tape measure


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


scissors clay


a hammer a nail


a screw a tape measure
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scissors clay


a hammer a nail


a screw a tape measure
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a drill a hatchet


pliers a rasp


sandpaper a clamp
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a pin cushion a button


iron wire silk paper


tape felt
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wood board a safety pin


a straight pin a seam ripper


sewing thread wool thread


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


wood board a safety pin


a straight pin a seam ripper


sewing thread wool thread
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a sewing needle a sewing machine


pincers a saw


a screwdriver a spanner
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a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


scissors clay


a hammer a nail


a screw a tape measure
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a sewing needle a sewing machine


pincers a saw


a screwdriver a spanner


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.2: Crafts equipment worksheet    


Connect the pictures to the right words.


 a needle
 
  wool thread
 
  cotton thread
 
  a tape measure
 
  felt
 
  a nail
 
  a hammer
 
  sandpaper
 
  fabric
 
  a saw


  scissors







a marker a pencil


a crayon paint


oil pastels soft pastels
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a marker a pencil


a crayon paint


oil pastels soft pastels
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a marker a pencil


a crayon paint


oil pastels soft pastels
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a marker a pencil


a crayon paint


oil pastels soft pastels
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scissors clay


a hammer a nail


a screw a tape measure
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a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue
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a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue
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a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue
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a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue
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a pin cushion a button


iron wire silk paper


tape felt


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


a pin cushion a button


iron wire silk paper


tape felt


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


a paintbrush paper


cardboard water colours


fabric glue


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


a pencil an eraser


crayons a pencil case


colour pencils a sharpener


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.3: Arts equipment worksheet     


Connect the pictures to the right words.


 a glue stick


 scissors


 a pencil


 a marker


 crayons 


 water colours


 paper


 a paintbrush


 cardboard


 paint


 silk paper


 colour pencils


 tape
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Attachment 14.4: Speaking frame 1      


What equipment  
do you need  


for this work?


I need scissors,  
cardboard and  


a glue stick. 
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Attachment 14.5: Instructions template      


1. PREPARATION


2. WORKING


3. CLEANING UP
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Attachment 14.6: Art instruction flashcards       


colour draw


fold paint


glue cut


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 14.7: Speaking frame 2      


I used


First, 
 
Second, 
 
Third,
 
Then, 
 
Finally,


The title of my work is                                                                     .


Thank you for listening.


red
 
yellow
 
green
 
black
 
white


I cut
 
glued
 
painted
 
drew
 
coloured
 
folded


paint.
 
cardboard.
 
paper.
 
water colour.
 
pencils.
 


the paper.
 
the animal.
 
the drawing.
 
the cardboard.
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Attachment 14.8: Speaking frame 3       


Your work is


I like


beautiful.
interesting.
carefully done.
colourful.
nice.
cheerful.
exciting.


the colours.
the drawing.
the shape.
the background.
the details.
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Attachment 20.1: Time flashcards   


1 o’clock 2 o’clock


3 o’clock 4 o’clock


5 o’clock 6 o’clock


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 20.1: Time flashcards   


 


7 o’clock 8 o’clock


9 o’clock 10 o’clock


11 o’clock 12 o’clock


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 20.1: Time flashcards   


 


half past 1 half past 2


half past 3 half past 4


half past 5 half past 6


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 20.1: Time flashcards   


 


half past 7 half past 8


half past 9 half past 10


half past 11 half past 12


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 20.2: Speaking frame 1 


What́ s the time?


It’s one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
 
half past


o’clock
 


one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
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Attachment 20.3: Timetable story   


School starts at eight o’clock. In the first 
lesson the pupils study math. First they play a 
boardgame, where they have to add numbers 
together. At half past eight the teacher asks the 
pupils to tidy up, take their math books and go 
to their own seat. At nine o’clock the principal 
comes to visit the first graders. He wants to 
hear how they are doing and wants to stay and 
observe the next lesson. The pupils start to read 
their own books. They read the books until half 
past nine and then start to write a story. When 
it’s ten o’clock the recess starts and all the pupils 
go outside and play. Recess ends at half past ten 
and the art lesson begins. The lesson lasts until 
twelve o’clock and in the middle of the lesson 
they go and eat lunch. The last lesson starts 
at half past twelve and the school ends at one 
o’clock.
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Attachment 20.4: Speaking frame 2   


When do 


At what time 


we have


do we have


we


math
Finnish
science
PE
religion
art
crafts
music
English
lunch
recess
finish the day
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One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty


one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty


equals one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen
twenty


plus
minus


5. ME AS A SCIENTIST - MATHEMATICS, NUMBERS 0-20, *0-100     


Attachment 5.1: Speaking frame 1   
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Attachment 5.2: Comparison signs       


is
 le


ss
 th


an
is


 e
qu


al
 to


 


is
 e


qu
al


 to
 


is
 e


qu
al


 to
 


is
 g


re
at


er
 th


an


is
 g
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at


er
 th


an


is
 g
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at
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 th


an
is


 le
ss


 th
an


is
 le


ss
 th


an
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Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen


greater than
less than
equal to


zero
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen


is


Attachment 5.3: Speaking frame 2      
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Twenty
Twenty-one
Twenty-two
Twenty-three
Twenty-four
Twenty-five
Twenty-six
Twenty-seven
Twenty-eight
Twenty-nine


Thirty
Fourty
Fifty
Sixty
Seventy
Eighty
Ninety
Hundred


greater than
less than
equal to


twenty
twenty-one
twenty-two
twenty-three
twenty-four
twenty-five
twenty-six
twenty-seven
twenty-eight
twenty-nine


thirty
fourty
fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
hundred


is


Attachment 5.3: Speaking frame 2      
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Late Spring
22. THIS IS ME – RECYCLING   


Attachment 22.1: Recycling flashcards  


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Plastic packages  
Remove caps 
and lids


Electric waste  
Collection points: 
kierratys.info


The Waste guide tells you 
what kind of waste your waste 


items are and where to take them
hsy.fi/en/wasteguide


Guide for Household Wastes
Biowaste  
only biodegradable 
wastes


Glass packages  
only glass jars and 
glass bottles


Small metal items  
metal cans and 
small metal items


Mixed waste 
no hazardous waste, no waste electric 
and electronic equipment


Carton packages  
rinse dirty cartons and 
flatten them out


Hazardous waste 


Energy-saving bulbs also  
to large stores selling bulbs 


and electrical devices.


other hazardous waste to the collection 
container or Sortti station


batteries to 
stores  


medicinal products to   
pharmacies


Paper  
all postal mail 
you receive


Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels     
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√ Items which are mostly metal  
 should be thrown into the metal waste collection. 
√ Remove food scraps from packages and rinse with cold water.  
√ Take larger metal items to a Sortti Station. 
√ Take refund cans to a shop or to Alko.


Sorting problems? hsy.fi/en/wasteguide


Thank you 
for sorting 


your waste!


Is something sloshing  
and hissing in it? 
NO » Into the metal waste collection 


YES » Into the hazardous waste collection


Small metal items


Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels     
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Biowaste


√ Put your biowaste preferably in a paper bag. 
 You cannot use a normal plastic bag – it won’t decompose. 
√ Let cooking oil and other liquid fats soak into a piece of 
 paper » into biowaste.


1. Drain liquids. Let the waste mass cool and dry 
 for a while before putting it into the bag. 
2. Rip an egg carton into pieces 
 and put them in the bottom of the bag. 
3. Place the bag in an airy spot. 


Your biowaste bag will 
last longer if you


Thank you 
for sorting 


your waste!


Sorting problems? hsy.fi/en/wasteguide


Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels     
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Carton
packages


√ Remove food scraps from the packages.   
√ Rinse the cartons with cold water and let them dry for a while.
√ Flatten the packages  and pack them inside each other. 
√ Staples or packing tapes do not need to be removed.


Sorting problems? hsy.fi/en/wasteguide


plastic 
package


Thank you 
for sorting


your waste!


Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels     
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Glass 
packages


√ You can put both coloured and 
 clear glass bottles and jars into 
 the glass collection container.
√ Remove corks and lids and sort them accordingly.  
√ It is not necessary to remove labels, bottle collars or other fixed parts. 
√ Remove food scraps from packages and rinse with cold water. 
√ Return deposit bottles to a shop or to Alko.


Thank you 
for sorting 


your waste!


Sorting problems? hsy.fi/en/wasteguide


a small- 


sized metal item 


OR a plastic 


package


Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels     
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Plastic 
packages 


Thank you 
for sorting 


your waste!


Sorting problems? hsy.fi/en/wasteguide


√ It is clean enough if there is no odour nuisance:
 Rinse or wipe clean empty packages, if necessary. 
√ Don’t put different plastic packages inside each other.
√ Detach caps and lids - it makes the processing of materials easier.


Attachment 22.2: Recycling labels     
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Attachment 22.3: Speaking frame 1    


This is 
These are


a newspaper
leaves
a banana 
peel
a carrot
a bottle
a tin can
shoes
trousers
a t-shirt
a cardboard 
box
grass
a plastic bag
a cereal box
a glass jar
a letter
a coat
a glass bottle
a plastic 
bottle
a paper bag
tin foil
socks
a magazine


and it belongs to the cardboard waste
paper waste
bio waste
glass waste
mixed waste
metal waste
electronic waste
hazardous waste
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Attachment 22.4: Research worksheet     


Find out what kind of waste your family recycles.


What kind of waste is produced the most at your house on each day? 
Colour that waste box in red. l


What kind of waste is produced the least at your house on each day? 
Colour that waste box in green. l


An example:


bio waste
paper
cardboard
metal


DAY 1


X
X
X


mixed waste
bio waste
paper
cardboard
metal
glass
hazardous waste
electronic waste


DAY 1 DAY 2 DAY 3 DAY 4 DAY 5
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Attachment 22.5: Speaking/writing frame 1    


 
At my house my family recycles  
 
 
At my house the most produced waste is
 
 
At my house the least produced waste is
 
 
At my house we need to start recycling


mixed waste


paper


cardboard


bio waste


hazardous waste


glass


metal


electronic waste
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                    


a cloakroom a toilet


a dining room a kitchen


a library a classroom


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


9. THIS IS ME – MY SCHOOL AND MY CLASSROOM   


Attachment 9.1: Places around the school   
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Attachment 9.1: Places around the school      


 


a PE hall a hall


a hallway a staff room


a playground principal's office


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 9.1: Places around the school      


 


janitor's office


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 9.2: Speaking frame 1       


This is


It’s


In this picture you can see


the cloakroom
the toilet
the dining room
the kitchen
the library
the classroom
the PE hall
the principal's office
the janitor’s office
the staff room
the playground
the hall
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Attachment 9.3: Speaking frame 2       


Is missing?the pencil
the eraser
the ruler
the sharpener
the marker
the colour pencil
the scissors
the crayon
the glue stick
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Attachment 9.4: Speaking/writing frame 1      


There


 I have


pencil case(s)
pencil(s)
eraser(s)
ruler(s)
sharpener(s)
marker(s)
colour pencil(s)
scissors
crayon(s)
glue stick(s)


in my backpack.is
 
 
 
are
 


a
an
 
 
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
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Late Autumn
7. THIS IS ME - MY FAMILY   


Attachment 7.1: Family member flashcards  


a mom a dad


a daughter a son


a sister a brother


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 7.1: Family member flashcards       


 


an aunt an uncle


a stepfather a stepmother


grandparents a grandmother


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 7.1: Family member flashcards       


 


a grandfather a family


a baby parents


a grandchild a cousin


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 7.2: Family pictures        


Family 1 Family 2


Family 3 Family 4


Family 5 Family 6


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 7.3: Speaking frame 1 
       


Is there


Are there


in the family?a mom
a dad
a child
a dog
a cat


two dads
two moms
two children
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Attachment 7.4: Writing frame 1  
       


There a


two 
three


mom(s)
dad(s)
child
children
dog(s)
cat(s)


in the family.is


are
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Attachment 7.5: Speaking/writing frame 1 
       


This


These


My


Our


My


Our


mom
dad
stepmom
stepdad
brother(s)
sister(s)
dog(s)
cat(s)


funny
nice
beautiful
loving
caring
brave
hard working
calm
chill
cool


cooking
baking
dancing
running
reading
watching tv
music
videogames
sleeping
football


is


are


mom
dad
brother(s)
sister(s)


dog(s)
cat(s)


mom
dad
brother(s)
sister(s)


dog(s)
cat(s)


my


our


is


are


like(s)
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23. ME AS A SCIENTIST – PLANTS


Attachment 23.1: Parts of a plant flashcards      


root stem


leaf flower


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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seed bud


petal fruit


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 23.1: Parts of a plant flashcards     







Parts of a Plant


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 23.2: Parts of a plant worksheet      
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Attachment 23.3: Living and non-living things    


a pig a water bottle


cutlery a chicken


a ladybug a rose


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 23.3: Living and non-living things    


 


a cup a newspaper


paper a pencil


a needle a laptop


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 23.3: Living and non-living things    


 


a fish a key


a clock salad


a tree


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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FINISH


START


a snowflake blocks
a tulip a cat a pizza


a snail


a football


an elephant
a spidera diamonda strawberry


a cart


a snake


a bird
a tree


a house
a seahorse


a can
a stone


a bear


a rhino


a book
a t-shirta vasea chaira crayon


a fish


a hamburger


a frog
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Attachment 23.4: Living vs non-living board game     
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a snowflake 
blocks
a tulip
a cat
a pizza
a snail
a football
an elephant 
a spider
a diamond
a frog
a strawberry
a cart
a snake
a bird
a tree
a house
a seahorse 
a can 
a stone
a bear
a rhino
a book
a t-shirt
a vase
a chair
a crayon
a hamburger
a fish


is a living thing


a nonliving thing


because it needs water.
light.
oxygen.
food.


Attachment 23.5: Speaking/writing frame 1    
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                    


1. THIS IS ME - EVERYDAY ROUTINES, WEEKDAYS AND MONTHS    


Attachment 2.1: School subject fashcards  
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Attachment 2.1: School subject fashcards  
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Attachment 2.1: School subject fashcards  
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Attachment 2.1: School subject fashcards  
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Attachment 2.1: School subject fashcards  
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Attachment 2.1: School subject fashcards  
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


To
da


y’
s 


da
te


 is


of
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


M
on


da
y


Tu
es


da
y
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


W
ed


ne
sd


ay


Th
ur


sd
ay
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


Fr
id


ay


Sa
tu


rd
ay
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


Su
nd


ay
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


1st


4th


7th


10th


2nd


5th


8th


11th


3rd


6th


9th


12th
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


13th


16th


19th


22nd


14th


17th


20th


23rd


15th


18th


21st


24th
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


25th


28th


31st


26th


29th


27th


30th
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


January


February


March


April
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


May


June


July


August
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack   


September


October


November


December
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack 


  


The season is


and the weather is
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack 


winter


spring


summer


autumn
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack 


sunny cloudy


stormy windy


rainy snowy


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack 


Today is


Yesterday was
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Attachment 2.2: Calendar display pack 


Tomorrow will be


The day after tomorrow will be
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Attachment 2.3: Calendar speaking frames  


What’s today’s  
date?


What day is it 
today?
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Attachment 2.3: Calendar speaking frames  


What day was 
it yesterday?


What day will it 
be tomorrow?
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Attachment 2.3: Calendar speaking frames  


What day  
will it be the day 
after tomorrow?


What’s the 
season?
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Attachment 2.3: Calendar speaking frames  


What’s the 
weather like?
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19. ME AS A SCIENTIST – MOTION


Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards      


walk run


jump crawl


squat line up


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards      


 


stop sneak


tiptoe skip


catch climb


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards      


 


play pass


kick roll


hop throw


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards      


 


spin turn


slide raise your hands


stomp your feet go backward


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.1: Motion flashcards      


 


go forward go left


go right


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


go forward go left


go right


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.2: Speaking frame 1       


Are you walking
running
jumping
crawling
squating
sneaking
tiptoeing
crawling
skipping
climbing
kicking
throwing?
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.3: School rules flashcards        
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Attachment 19.4: Speaking frame 2 


Should you listen to the teacher?


raise your hand when you 
have something to say?


walk in the line?


share and take turns?


do your best?


walk inside?


use your indoor voice?


tidy up?


hand your coat and bag up?


help others?


know when to apologize?


use kind words?


include everyone?


keep the classroom tidy?


ask for help?


shout at a schoolmate?


litter?


hit a schoolmate?


kick a schoolmate?


push a schoolmate?


run inside?


bully a schoolmate?


leave a schoolmate out?


leave the classroom messy?


Yes, you should. 


No, you shouldn’t.
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Attachment 19.5: Break time Activities flashcards  


jump rope go down a slide


play dodgeball run


play hide and seek play hopscotch


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.5: Break time Activities flashcards 


 


swing climb on a climbing frame


play tag play football


play basketball play cops and robbers


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.5: Break time Activities flashcards 


 


ride a hobby horse play kendama


play hacky sack


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 19.6: Worksheet 1   


jump rope


go down a slide


play dodgeball


run


play hide and seek


play hopscotch


swing


climb on a climbing 
frame


play tag


play football


play basketball


play hacky sack


play kendama


play cops and 
robbers


ride a hobby horse


Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 


What do you like to do 
during break time? I like to


                           


during break time.
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Attachment 19.7: Writing frame 1  


Jumping rope 


Going down a slide


Playing dodgeball


Running


Playing hide and seek


Playing hopscotch


Swinging


Climbing on a  
climbing frame


Playing tag


Playing football


Playing basketball


Playing hacky sack


Playing kendama


Playing cops and 
robbers


Riding a hobby horse


is more popular than


is less popular than


jumping rope. 


going down a slide.


playing dodgeball.


running.


playing hide and seek.


playing hopscotch.


swinging.


climbing on a  
climbing frame.


playing tag.


playing football.


playing basketball.


playing hacky sack.


playing kendama.


playing cops and 
robbers.


riding a hobby horse.
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17. THIS IS ME – GROWING UP


Attachment 17.1: Growing up flash cards    


a baby a child


a teenager an adult


an elderly person


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 17.1: Growing up flash cards    


 


tea slime


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


 


a baby a child


a teenager an adult


an elderly person


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 17.2: Worksheet 1     


My name is                                                 .
My mom is                                                  .
My dad is                                                  .
I have                sisters and                brothers.


I was born on                    in                                .
        (the date)            (the place)


I was                 tall and weighed                .


I had no / a lot of hair. My hair was                                .
                     (colour)


When I was 1 year old, my favourite...
… food was                                                  .
… toy was                                                  .
… person was                                                   .


My first best friend was                                                 .


Here is a picture of me when I was a baby:
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Early Spring
15. THIS IS ME – MY BODY   


Attachment 15.1: Body parts flashcards 


head eyes


nose ears


mouth neck


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 15.1: Body parts flashcards 


 


shoulder stomach


arms elbow


hands fingers


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 15.1: Body parts flashcards 


 


legs knee


feet toes


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 15.2: Speaking frame 1  


Move your head
eyes
nose
ears
mouth
neck
shoulders
stomach
arms
elbows
hands
fingers
legs
knees
feet
toes
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Attachment 15.3: Body parts worksheet  


My body


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 15.3: Body parts worksheet  


My body


©PII&WAAK
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I have one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten


head
eyes
nose
ears
mouth
neck
shoulders
stomach
arms
elbows
hands
fingers
legs
knees
feet
toes


Attachment 15.4: Speaking/writing frame frame 1  
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Attachment 15.5: How many body parts worksheet  


I have ______ head.


I have ______ eyes.


I have ______ nose.


I have ______ ears.


I have ______ arms and  ______ hands.


I have ______ legs and  ______ feet.


I have ______ fingers in each hand.


I have ______ toes in each foot. 


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 15.6: Speaking frame 2   


How many


I have


heads
eyes
noses
ears
arms
hands
fingers
legs
feet
toes


one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten


do you have?


head(s)
eye(s)
nose(s)
ear(s)
arm(s)
hand(s)
finger(s)
leg(s)
foot/feet
toe(s)
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Attachment 15.7: Writing frame 1    


This
He
She


He
She
It


is


has


(a name)


one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
 


head(s)
eye(s)
nose(s)
ear(s)
arm(s)
hand(s)
finger(s)
leg(s)
foot/feet
toe(s)
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Early Autumn
1. THIS IS ME - ME AND MY FRIENDS   


Attachment 1.1: Speaking frame 1 


What́ s your name?


My name is            .


0 ze
ro


1 on
e
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


0 ze
ro


1 on
e


l
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4 fo
ur


5 fiv
e


Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


2 tw
o


3 th
re


e


l


l


l


l


l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


4 fo
ur


5 fiv
e


l


l


l


l


l


l


l


l


l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


6 si
x 8 ei


gh
t


7 se
ve


n 9 ni
ne


l


l


l


l


l l


l


l


l


l l


l l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


8 ei
gh


t
9 ni


ne


l


l


l l


l l


l l


l


l l


l l


l l


l l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


10 te
n 12 tw


el
ve


11 el
ev


en 13 th
ir


te
en


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


12 tw
el


ve
13 th


ir
te


en
l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l


l


l


l


l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


14 fo
ur


te
en


16 si
xt


ee
n


15 fift
ee


n


17 se
ve


nt
ee


n


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l


l


l


l


l


l


l


l


l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


16 si
xt


ee
n


17 se
ve


nt
ee


n
l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l


l


l


l l


l l


l


l


l


l


l l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


18 ei
gh


te
en


19 ni
ne


te
en


20 tw
en


ty


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l


l


l l


l l


l l
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Attachment 1.2: Number flashcards 


20 tw
en


ty
l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l


l l
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Attachment 1.3: Speaking frame 2 


How old are you?


I’m             years old.
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Attachment 1.4: My Friends worksheet 


What’s your  
name?


How old are you?


What do you like?
What don’t 


you like?


My name  
is              .


I’m                  
                years old.


I like  
               .


I don’t like  
               .


Name Age Likes ☺ Dislikes ☹
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a hospital a pharmacy


a school a kindergarten


a train station a fire station


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


11. THIS IS ME – MY NEIGHBOURHOOD   


Attachment 11.1: Public buildings and facilities flashcards    
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a stadium a shopping center


a gym a gas station


a police station a city hall


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 11.1: Public buildings and facilities flashcards        
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a post office a swimming hall


a library a bakery


a supermarket a park


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 11.1: Public buildings and facilities flashcards        
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a cinema a museum


a bus station a theatre


a church a mosque


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 11.1: Public buildings and facilities flashcards        
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a synagogue a beach


a marketplace a football field


a skate park a bank


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 11.1: Public buildings and facilities flashcards        







kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 11.2: Map worksheet         


Create your own town
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Attachment 11.2: Map worksheet         
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Attachment 11.3 Speaking frame 1          


I live close to 
 
next to 
 
one kilometer from 
 
five kilometers from 
 
opposite to 
 
behind


between


a hospital 
a pharmacy 
a school 
a kindergarten 
a fire station 
a train station 
a stadium 
a shopping center 
a gym 
a gas station 
a police station 
a back 
a city hall 
a post office 
a swimming hall 
a library 
a bakery 
a supermarket 
a park 
a cinema 
a museum 
a bus station 
a theatre 
a church 
a mosque 
a synagogue 
a beach 
a marketplace 
a football field 
a skate park


a gym and a park
a library and a museum
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Attachment 11.4: Prepositions flashcards          


under behind


in front of


in on


next to


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 11.4: Prepositions flashcards          


above in the middle of


close to


opposite between


one kilometer from


1 km


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 11.4: Prepositions flashcards          
 


two kilometers from


2 km


©PII&WAAK
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Attachment 11.5: Buildings in Helsinki worksheet   
 


Buildings in Helsinki


The name on the building is  
                                                .


It was designed by                                        .


It was built in                                                 .


The building is                                                 .


I like the building because  
                                                .


I don’t like the building because  
                                                .
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21. ME AS AN ARTIST – MOVING/PLAYING TO THE RHYTHM


Attachment 21.1: Speaking frame 1      


Let’s run
jump
crawl
squat
stop
sneak
tiptoe
crawl
skip
spin
turn
slide
raise your hands
stomp your feet
go backwards
go forwards
go left
go right
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Attachment 21.2: Speaking frame 2    


First,


Second,


Third,


Next,


Finally,


 jump


squat


stop


skip


spin


raise your hands


stomp your feet


run


jump


crawl


sneak


tiptoe


crawl


turn


slide


go


one


two


three


four


five


six


steps backwards.


forwards.


left.


right.


three


six


seven


eight


times.
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10. THIS IS ME – MY HOME   


Attachment 10.1: My home flashcards   


a roof a window


a door a chimney


a floor a balcony


a wall


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net
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Attachment 10.2: Speaking/writing frame 1       


My home has 


a 
 
an 
 


green 
yellow 
black 
green 
orange 
red 
big 
small 


door(s). 
 
floor(s). 
 
window(s). 
 
balcony/balconies. 
 
chimney(s). 
 
roof. 
 
wall(s). 


three 
two 


eight 
five 
one 
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an armchair a bed


a drawer a TV stand


a desk a toybox


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 10.3: Furniture flashcards       
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a chair a table


a sofa a lamp


a closet a bookshelf


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 10.3: Furniture flashcards       
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a carpet curtains


a bedcover a mirror


a bedside table a pillow


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 10.3: Furniture flashcards       
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In my room yellow 
 
green 
 
red 
 
pink 
 
blue 
 
black 
 
brown 
 
big 
 
small 


bookshelf/
bookshelves. 
carpet(s). 
desk(s). 
chair(s). 
table(s). 
toybox(s). 
TV stand(s). 
drawer(s). 
bed(s). 
armchair(s). 
pillow(s). 
bedside table(s). 
bedcover(s). 
closet(s). 
curtains. 
mirror(s). 
lamp(s). 
sofa(s). 


I have a 
 
an 
 


three 
 
five 
 
eight 
 
two 
 


Attachment 10.4: Speaking/writing frame 2        
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wash dishes dry dishes


empty the dishwasher clean the table


load the dishwasher dust


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 10.5: Chores flashcards        
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wipe the table vacuum your room


set the table clean up toys


feed the pets help load the washing machine


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 10.5: Chores flashcards        
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mop take out the carbage


walk the dog fold the laundry


rake water the plants


kuvatyokalu.papunet.net


Attachment 10.5: Chores flashcards        







Do you 
                      ? 
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Attachment 10.6: Chores chart & speaking frame        


Name:  
                  


Name:  
                  


Name:  
                  


Yes, I do.  


No, I don’t. 


wash the dishes? 
dry the dishes? 
take out the carbage?
empty the dishwasher? 
load the dishwasher? 
clean the table?
set the table? 
dust?
wipe the table? 
vacuum your room? 
clean up toys? 
feed the pets? 
help load the  
washing machine? 
mop? 
walk the dog? 
fold the laundry?
rake? 
water the plants? 











